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From the Editor

It’s been two years since we started.
The idea to publish a magazine from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA) started as a small discussion
between a few PhD students of IIA. Later, that idea took shape in the form of team DOOT. The first formal
meeting towards bringing the first issue of our magazine was held in May 2020, using an online meeting
platform amongst the COVID restrictions. I feel proud to be a part of that founding team. Today, after two
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The cover picture

Star trail image with Kodaikanal Fairy Falls in the foreground

A

star trail is a type of photograph that
uses long exposure times to capture
diurnal circles, the apparent motion of

stars in the night sky due to Earth’s rotation. A
star-trail photograph shows individual stars as
streaks across the image, with longer exposures
yielding longer arcs.

Star trail photographs are captured by placing a
camera on a tripod, pointing the lens toward the
night sky, and allowing the shutter to stay open for
a long period of time. Typical exposure times range
from 15 minutes to many hours long, depending
on the desired length of the star trail arcs for the
image.
In the modern digital cameras, longer exposures
causes thermal noise, also the images may get
over exposed the sky brightness caused by
the light pollusion. So to avoid these situations,
photographers takes multiple images of a few
seconds exposure at short interval and stitch them using the different software.
Fairy falls, promising refreshing nature, is located in Pambarpuram area, around 5km from Kodai Lake. This
mesmerising waterfall is the source of Pambar River which later joins the Vaigai River. This fall is the excess of
the rural community reservoir that flows towards the south of the hill. Boasting of breath taking scenic beauty,
this waterfall is a popular picnic spot.

(Credits to en.wikipedia.org and Kodaikanaltourism.co.in for the details).
Camera 		

:

Nikon D7500

Exp			

:

30 sec x 83 subs

Lens 		

:

Tokina 11-16 F/2.8 @ F/4

Location		

:

Fairy falls, Kodaikanal

ISO			

:

800

Image credit

:

Anand M N, IIA
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Past and present perspectives on
solar eruptions and space weather

Wageesh Mishra

1.

The emergence of solar physics and

space weather studies

T

he Sun has been at the centre of discussions
among philosophers, astronomers, and
other people in several cultures around the

globe. However, people from ancient to medieval
times (until the 15th century) appreciated the Sun
only for its balanced heat and light suitable for
sustaining life on the Earth. Much progress in solar
astronomy was not possible before the invention
of the telescope in the early 17th century. In the
18th-19th century, numerous developments in
several areas (better instrumentation, knowledge
of gravitation, planetary motion, thermodynamics,
spectroscopy, observation of sunspots using
telescopes, observations of the solar corona during
eclipses) happened while inheriting knowledge from
one another. These developments led solar physics

the Earth. Although the references to sightings of
the aurorae are in the ancient literature from both
East and West, it was in the late 18th century when
perturbations in the geomagnetic field and aurorae
were observed occurring with the same periodicity
as solar rotations. This observation was crucial in
conceptualizing the Sun-Earth connection in terms
of episodic activities happening on the Sun. Further
affirmation to the Sun-Earth relationship was
provided after Carrington observed a flash of light on
the Sun (now known as a solar flare) on 1 Sep 1859 and,
on the following day, several observatories in Europe
recorded an intense geomagnetic perturbation and
strong auroral displays. This extreme event, known
as the Carrington event of 1859, is credited as the
first event in solar-terrestrial studies. Figure 1 shows
Carrington’s sketch, sunspots, and the history of
sunspots.

to be a sub-discipline of astrophysics. Following this,

The observations of anti-sunward comet tails helped

scientists started recognizing the solar cycle and its

scientists postulate in 1951 that some materials are

possible impacts on the space environment near

coming from the Sun and pushing the comet tails
Review Articles | May 2022
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Figure 1: The images are Carrington’s sketch of the white-light solar flare in a sunspot group (top-left), modern-day
observations of a sunspot with a zoomed-in view (top-right), and variations in the total sunspots number (i.e., solar
cycle) over 400 years, including the Maunder and Dalton minima. (Courtesy: https://www.thesuntoday.org/)

away. The first evidence of a stream of charged

of a solar eruption (now referred to as a Coronal Mass

particles coming out from the Sun became possible in

Ejection, CME) by a white-light coronagraph onboard

1959 by the Soviet satellite Luna 1. The evidence also

an OSO-7 satellite. CMEs are episodic expulsions

confirmed the theory Eugene Parker had proposed

of huge magnetized plasma from the Sun into the

in 1958 for the existence of solar wind and its role

interplanetary space. In the following two decades,

in dragging solar magnetic fields into deep space.

debates

Further, NASA’s Mariner 2 spacecraft observations

between CMEs, solar flares, and the exact cause of

in 1972 provided information about two different

geomagnetic perturbations. Since then, a series of

states of the solar wind: slow speed and fast speed

space missions have been observing the CMEs, and

solar wind. Later in 1973, the USA’s Skylab space

the chain of events from the Sun to Earth is relatively

station identified that the fast solar wind is coming

well- understood. The observations of the solar disk

from a coronal hole, which is a comparatively cooler

by the SOHO satellite with accompanying sunspots,

region in the corona from where magnetic field lines

a bright flare, and a CME on 28 Oct 2003 are shown

open out into space. The discipline of solar physics

in Figure 2.

changed dramatically in 1971 with the observations
May 2022 | Review Articles
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regarding
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relationship
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2. Solar eruptions and propagation
Solar eruptions are required for the Sun to release
magnetic energy and helicity. The frequency of CMEs
varies from 2 to 3 per week during solar minimum
(smaller number of sunspots on the Sun) to almost
5 per day during solar maximum (a large number of
sunspots). CMEs occur in association with several
other phenomena on the Sun, such as prominences,
filaments, coronal dimmings, Moreton and EUV
waves, etc. Finding physical processes responsible
for the formation and initial evolution of CMEs in the
inner corona is an active area of research among solar

Figure 2: The images are of the solar disk with sunspots
taken by SOHO/MDI (top-left), an X-class intense solar
flare in the sunspots group taken by SOHO/EIT (topright), the appearance of a coronal mass ejection (CME)
by the coronagraphs SOHO/LASCO-C2 (bottom-left)
and SOHO/LASCO-C3 (bottom-right) as observed on 28
Oct 2003. (Courtesy: https://www.thesuntoday.org/)

physicists. The inner solar corona is magneticallydominated, and early kinematics of CMEs are often
non-radial (rotation and deflection) primarily due
to the magnetic forces. The orientation of a CME’s
magnetic flux-rope can change due to reconnection
and kink instabilities. For almost the last three

It is now firmly established that CMEs, the most
energetic manifestations of solar magnetism and
variability, can drive fast magnetosonic shock waves
and energetic particles. These phenomena can
affect Earth and other planets in our solar system
resulting in space weather, a new term introduced
for solar-planetary connection and popularized
in the 1990s. The characteristics of CMEs arriving
at the Earth govern their interaction with Earth’s
magnetosphere, ionosphere, and radiation belts. A
big geomagnetic storm – perturbation in the Earth’s
magnetic field – is a type of space weather event.
At present, space weather studies have progressed
much

due

to

remote

heliospheric

imaging

observations, in-situ measurements of CMEs by
multiple spacecraft at different distances from the
Sun, and numerical simulations.

decades, coronagraphs have routinely observed
CMEs (close to the Sun in the outer solar corona) in
white light (Thomson scattered photospheric light via
coronal electrons). Such coronagraphic observations
can only provide the images of the CME’s density
structure projected onto the plane of the sky. The
CME-driven shock has shown that it can form as low
as 2-5 solar radii, allowing efficient acceleration of
particles to hundreds of mega electron volts (MeV).
These solar energetic particles (SEPs) can strongly
influence planetary atmospheres and damage space
technologies and life forms. Coronagraphs, including
the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph
(LASCO)

onboard

the

Solar

and

Heliospheric

Observatory (SOHO) and Coronagraphs (CORs)
onboard the Solar-Terrestrial Relations Observatory
(STEREO) spacecraft, have contributed the most to
our present understanding of CMEs within a couple
Review Articles | May 2022
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of solar radii. The CORs onboard twin STEREO-A

interplanetary magnetic field, the heliospheric

& B spacecrafts, simultaneously observing the

current sheet, or by interacting with other CMEs.

same CME from two different viewpoints, allow 3D

The numerical simulations of CMEs have been

reconstruction of CMEs enabling the determination

complementing the observations of CMEs providing

of de-projected kinematics.

possible scenarios which can happen during the

The observations of CMEs beyond 30 RS from the Sun
could be possible with the availability of heliospheric
imaging in 2003 by the Solar Mass Ejection Imager
(SMEI) and from 2006 by Heliospheric Imagers (HIs)
onboard STEREO. The CMEs have been observed insitu in some locations (e.g., Mercury, Venus, Earth,
and Mars) in the heliosphere, which combined with
the far-tracked HIs images provide insights into
many characteristics of the CMEs. Most of the fast
CMEs experience a larger deceleration in the upper
corona; however, they can decelerate up to several
solar radii away from the Sun. The deceleration is due
to hydrodynamic drag caused by CMEs interacting
with background solar wind. CMEs can also modify
their magnetic field by reconnecting with the

evolution of CMEs. It is a challenge for heliospheric
physicists to integrate solar, coronal, interplanetary,
and remote sensing observations with in-situ
measurements.

3.

Impacts of solar eruptions on Earth

CMEs arriving at the Earth are likely to have long
duration southward magnetic fields that can
undergo reconnection with the dayside Earth’s
magnetic field, allowing rapid energy transfer into the
magnetosphere. The two main loci of reconnection
are the magnetopause on the dayside and the
magnetotail on the night side. This reconnection
leads to geomagnetic storms measured in terms of
the Dst index that quantify the disturbances in the

Figure 3: The schematic shows how space weather events resulting from solar eruptions can affect the global economy
and society. (Courtesy: NOAA-National weather service, USA)
May 2022 | Review Articles
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horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field
measured in the low-latitude regions. The coupling
between solar wind and magnetosphere strongly
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4.

Impacts of solar eruptions in our solar

system

depends on the dawn-to-dusk electric field, IMF

There are several attempts to study space weather’s

clock angle, plasma beta, and solar wind density.

effects on other planets of our solar system. The

It has been shown that intense geomagnetic

studies have accounted for several factors such

storms can build up due to pre-conditioning of the

as the strength of an internal planetary magnetic

magnetosphere by preceding CME or solar wind and

field, nature of planetary atmospheres and sources

due to the arrival of interacting CMEs structures.

of magnetospheric ions, variation in CMEs/solar

Substorms caused by reconnection on the night

wind parameters (especially dynamic pressure and

side in the magnetotail can also cause geomagnetic

Mach number) with distances from the Sun. During

perturbations. CMEs are often associated with solar

the passage of strong CMEs, the magnetopause

flares, which can increase the solar X-rays and EUV

can be pushed down to Mercury’s surface due to

flux by orders of magnitudes, causing an enhanced

its weak magnetic field and lack of internal plasma

rate of photoionization and heating in the Earth’s

source other than its relatively thin atmosphere.

ionosphere. This can disturb radio communications

The absence of an internal magnetic field in Venus

and alter the trajectory of spacecraft in low-Earth

and Mars causes their interaction with solar wind

orbit. Further, the current associated with high

to be similar to that of comets with an induced

energy particles entering the magnetosphere can

magnetosphere. During the passage of CMEs, the

result in geomagnetically induced currents, which

atmospheric escape is doubled at Venus due to a thick

may overload power grids and corrode pipelines.

atmosphere and increases an order of magnitude at

A failure of a large transformer for many hours in

Mars with a faint atmosphere. All gas giants have

Quebec associated with a geomagnetic storm is

magnetospheres, and both Jupiter and Saturn have

the most cited space weather effect in the space

moons that contribute to their magnetospheres.

age. Furthermore, solar energetic particles (SEPs:

The auroral emission is found at Jupiter, Saturn,

accelerated in the corona and transported by

Uranus, and Neptune during the passage of strong

magnetic field lines to Earth) and energetic storm

CMEs or wind.

particles (ESPs: locally accelerated by CME-driven
shock) may result in anomalies on spacecraft, degrade

5.

Space weather in Star-planet interaction

solar panels on satellites or threaten astronauts on

In the last few years, studies have begun towards

the space station, or on their journey to Mars. Sun

understanding

governing the space weather can badly affect our

and stellar CMEs) and their role in governing the

life because of our ever-increasing dependency on

habitability of extra-solar planets. There are also

space and ground-based technology. A schematic

attempts to understand the long-term evolution

showing space weather impacts are shown in Figure

of planetary atmospheres in the vicinity of more

3.

active magnetic stars and solar-type stars. Most of

stellar

eruptions

(stellar

flare

the learnings in star-planet interactions are from
Review Articles | May 2022
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modelling studies, however, the observations of

exoplanets, therefore, the knowledge gained from

atmospheric losses of hot Jupiters, or warm Neptunes

solar-terrestrial studies can be applied to understand

have been reported. The Kepler observations have

the interactions between stars and planets. To date,

revealed that G-type stars may have stellar flares

the reliability of extrapolating solar observations as

with energy an order of magnitude larger than the

a guide to understanding other stars needs to be

energy in the largest solar flares recorded. Although

thoroughly examined.

space weather is a new field, several dedicated
missions for understanding solar eruptions and
different planets have made significant progress
in a short time. Several attempts are being made
to understand the long-term evolution of the Sun
from its young to its current life. The availability of
in-situ observations from the Parker Solar Probe
which has touched the Sun and then from Voyager 1
& 2, which has entered the local interstellar medium
(crossing the heliopause) has provided much
information about the solar wind. Such direct in-situ
observations are not possible for stellar winds and

May 2022 | Review Articles

Dr Wageesh Mishra is an Assistant Professor at
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stellar activity, and space weather.
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Skychart May 2022:

(As on May 15, 2022. 20.00hrs Bangalore)

May 6, 7 - Eta Aquarids Meteor Shower. The Eta

has been observed since ancient times. The shower

Aquarids is an above average shower, capable

runs annually from April 19 to May 28. It peaks this

of producing up to 60 meteors per hour at its

year on the night of May 6 and the morning of the

peak. Most of the activity is seen in the Southern

May 7. Best viewing will be from a dark location after

Hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, the rate

midnight. Meteors will radiate from the constellation

can reach about 30 meteors per hour. It is produced

Aquarius, but can appear anywhere in the sky.

by dust particles left behind by comet Halley, which

See Page: 18
Skychart | May 2022
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Tracing the cosmic history of
Cosmic Microwave Background photons
Priya

T

he accidental discovery of the Cosmic

This phenomenon is known as the gravitational

Microwave Background (CMB) in 1965

lensing of the CMB. Gravitational lensing causes

by Nobel Laureates Arno Penzias and

small but coherent deflections of the observed CMB

Robert Wilson marks one of the most significant
developments in modern physics, which has vastly
transformed our understanding of the universe in
which we live. The Cosmic Microwave Background is
the relic radiation of the Big Bang that fills the entire
universe nearly uniformly. However, underlying this
homogeneous and isotropic ambient background
are tiny fluctuations of the order of 10-5 K. These
small temperature and polarization anisotropies
in the CMB sky contain a wealth of cosmological
information about the properties and evolution of
the early and late time universe. This information has
led us to a standard cosmological picture, referred
to as the ΛCDM model.

Figure - 1: CMB blackbody spectrum as measured by the
various experiments.
temperature and polarization anisotropies, with
a typical amplitude of two arcminutes. The total
deflection angle of a CMB photon in a given direction
on the sky is sensitive to the projected gravitational

As CMB photons propagate through the universe

potential along the line of sight, which is denoted

to reach us today, they are deflected multiple

by Φ. It is nearly impossible to distinguish lensed

times by the matter distributed along their path.

CMB from the unlensed one visually. However,

May 2022 | Creative Corner
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These statistics are defined for excursion sets of
smooth random fields and hence, can be used to
study the topology and morphological properties of
random fields defined on a smooth manifold. MTs
contain information complementary to the other
commonly used methods like n-point correlation
functions or power-spectrum, bi-spectrum so
on. In particular, we have used one of the rank-

Figure - 2: High-resolution map of temperature
anisotropies observed by the Planck mission.

2 translationally invariant MTs referred to as the

lensing leaves a unique non-Gaussian signature in

CMT is a 2 x 2 real symmetric matrix denoted by W1,

otherwise Gaussian CMB fields, making it possible to

whose eigenvalues can be used to define two shape

detect lensing in the observed CMB map. One of the

parameters alpha (α) and beta (β).

Contour Minkowski Tensor (CMT). In two dimensions,

most important qualitative and quantitative effects
of CMB lensing is the generation of polarization
B-modes at small angular scales. The gravitational
waves generated during the inflationary era source
primordial B-mode polarization in CMB. This faint
signal is currently below the detection limits of our
experiments. However, our experiments had the
required sensitivity and resolution to measure the
lensed B-mode signal, dominant at small angular
scales in the CMB angular power spectrum. The
South pole Telescope confirmed the first direct
detection of lensed B-modes in 2013.

crucial in cosmology. They provide alternative

Figure - 3: α and β values for structures of different
shapes and different spatial arrangement.

ways to constrain cosmological parameters, break

The shape anisotropy parameter β is defined to be

parameter degeneracies and study the properties of

the ratio of the eigenvalues, β ≡ λ1 / λ2. β lies between

large scale structures in the universe. The aim of my

0 and 1. It gives a measure of the intrinsic anisotropy

thesis work was to carry out a careful investigation

of the curve. For the distribution of many curves, we

of the imprint of the large scale structure (lensing)

sum W1, overall structures, then we can define the

on the CMB fields, and the morphology of the matter

alignment parameter, α = Λ1 / Λ2.

CMB lensing measurements have now become

distribution inferred from the observed CMB data.
For this analysis, we have used a class of real space
statistics called Minkowski Tensors (MTs henceforth).

By definition, we have 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. α gives a measure
of the orientation or the deviation from rotational
symmetry in the distribution of curves. Figure 3.
Creative Corner | May 2022
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shows examples of isotropic convex structures like
circle, equilateral triangle, hexagon for which α = β = 1.
It also shows the distribution of multiple structures
for which α = 1, β ≠ 1.

Figure - 5: Difference of mean alpha between lensed
and unlensed T field. All plots are average over 500
realizations and error bars are standard deviations over
them.
probe down to smaller scales. This can be seen from

Figure - 4: The difference between the lensed and
unlensed β values for the B-mode field. All the plots
are average over 200 realizations and error bars are the
sample variance.
Weak gravitational lensing causes shearing and

Figure 4, which shows, ∆ β ≡ βL - βUL, for B-mode
polarization field at three values of smoothing
angle with FWHM= 10’, 20’, 60’, as a function of the
threshold value of the field.

magnification of the hotspots and coldspots of

∆β for B-mode exhibits wide variation with a

the CMB fields. By understanding the resulting

smoothing scale. The values are increasingly negative

distortion patterns one may then, in principle, infer

at smaller smoothing scales, where the lensing effect

the integrated effect of the interaction between the

is dominant. Further, we find that lensing does not

CMB and the intervening matter distribution along

induce statistical anisotropy of the fields, which

each line of sight. The morphological information

shows consistency with the isotropic distribution

encoded in the CMT and its eigenvalues make them

of matter on large scales. This is demonstrated in

well suited to probe the relative alignment and

figure 5, which shows ∆α for temperature field,

shape distortions of the structures of the CMB. As

being consistent with zero at all thresholds and for

a first step, we calculated the distortion of the CMB

all the values for FWHM considered here. Similar

patterns at different angular scales, by measuring

results are obtained for E-mode. However, for

the alignment and shape parameters, α and β on

B-mode we see an artefact of increase in number

simulated lensed and unlensed CMB T, E and B fields.

of structures in the lensed B field, which makes ∆α

We demonstrated that lensing makes all structures

positive (not shown here). This analysis will be the

of the fields increasingly more anisotropic as we

first step towards inferring the lensing potential

May 2022 | Creative Corner
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by measuring the morphological distortions of the

for observed and simulated κ field. The observed κ is

lensed CMB field. More details can be found in our

consistent with Planck isotropic simulations within

publication “Morphology of CMB fields – effect of

2σ. Agreement between the corresponding values

weak gravitational lensing”.

computed from observations and simulations
implies that the observed maps are statistically
isotropic.
Further, we carry out a local search for departure from
SI in small patches on the sky using α. This analysis
reveals several sky patches which exhibit deviations
from simulations with statistical significance higher
than 95% confidence level (CL). Our analysis indicates
that the source of the anomalous behaviour of most
of the outlier patches is the inaccurate estimation
of noise in the Planck simulations. We identify two
outlier patches that exhibit anomalous behaviour

Figure - 6: Top row: Upper panels show α for the Planck
convergence map (blue stars) and FFP10 simulations (red
triangles), without Wiener filtering, for different values
of Nside . Bottom row: Same as first row but for Wiener
filtered maps.
Further

in

the

thesis,

we

have

tested

the

originating from departure from SI at higher than
95% CL. Most of the anomalous patches are found
to be located roughly along the ecliptic plane or
in proximity to the ecliptic poles as can be seen in
figure 7.

fundamental assumption of statistical isotropy (SI)
of the universe using the reconstructed matter
distribution quantified using lensing potential from
a global as well as local perspective. This analysis is
vital in the wake of the detection of CMB anomalies
in the data of concluded and ongoing CMB missions.
We have employed α statistic described above in
this work. The SI of the observed convergence map
(κ) is tested against the suite of realistic simulations
of the convergence map provided by the Planck

Figure - 7: This figure shows in Mollweide projection
the distribution of anomalous patches identified in our
analysis. Different colors of the patches signify varied
statistical significance of the anamoly.

collaboration. We first carry out a global analysis using

Our method and results will be useful for an

the complete sky data after applying the galactic

improved understanding of noise. Each of the

and point sources mask. From the global analysis we

anomalous regions, and in particular the two regions

find that the matter distribution is consistent with

that exhibit statistically significant deviation from

statistical isotropy of the universe. This can be seen

SI, are interesting for further probes and cross-

in figure 6. below, which shows comparison of alpha

correlation with large-scale structure surveys. The
Creative Corner | May 2022
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details of this work can be followed up from “Local

departures from isotropy and Gaussian statistics by

patch analysis for testing statistical isotropy of the

studying the topology and geometry of CMB fields

Planck convergence map”.

and the matter density field using CMT. Hence, we

My thesis titled “Study of the shape and alignment
of lensed CMB and large scale structure from
CMB using Minkowski tensors” aims to probe the

can infer the critical time and length scales related
to the underlying physics causing these deviations
from the standard picture.

evolution of the universe and its properties by
analyzing the morphology of cosmological fields. We
used the method that relies on novel morphological
descriptors known as Minkowski tensors (MTs).
One of the translational invariant MTs, the contour
Minkowski tensor (CMT), captures the information

Priya is a Post Doctoral Researcher at IIA. Her
research interest lies in studying the origin and
evolution of the universe via phenomenon of
gravitational lensing.

on the shape and alignment of the structures in
the excursion sets of the smooth random fields.
The CMT is particularly useful in the context of the
CMB and Large scale structure (LSS). We can probe

from page 13: Skychart May 2022
May 16 - Total Lunar Eclipse. A total lunar eclipse

will be visible throughout all of North America,

occurs when the Moon passes completely through

Greenland, the Atlantic Ocean, and parts of western

the Earth’s dark shadow, or umbra. During this type

Europe and western Africa. This eclipse will not be

of eclipse, the Moon will gradually get darker and

visible from India.

then take on a rusty or blood red color. The eclipse
May 2022 | Creative Corner
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Comet: C/2021 A1 (Leonard)

C/2021 A1 (Leonard) was a long period comet that was discovered by G. J. Leonard at the Mount Lemmon
Observatory on 3 January 2021 when the comet was 5 AU from the Sun.
Photographed by Anand M N, Location: Kodaikanal Solar Observatory
Creative Corner | May 2022
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Measuring the Cosmological Distances

Ravi Kumar Sharma

M

easuring distances in astrophysics

Milky Way, is 1018 km. And the size of a typical galaxy

have been a challenging task. As

cluster is 1021 km. So, one can not go with a ruler or

an Astrophysicist or a Cosmologist,

measuring tape and measure these large distances.

the distances we talk about are pretty large. For
example, the diameter of our earth is roughly 12742
km, and the distance between the Earth and the
Sun is 147.27 million km. The size of our solar system
is 287.46 billion km, and that of our own galaxy, the

Hence we need some other special probes.
Now, the light coming from the astrophysical object
(mainly the stars) is the source of most information
about what’s happening in a star. The same light
will also be helpful to measure the distance to
that astrophysical object. Various methods and
techniques have been developed to measure these
large distances, which have their advantages and
disadvantages.

Figure 1: Parallax method (Image credit: ESA)
May 2022 | Science Made Easy

Figure 2: Standard candles (Image credit: NASA)
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of an object by knowing its intrinsic brightness.

Parallax Method

Now one may wonder what is a standard candle

Let’s first discuss how we measure the distance

for an Astrophysicist. The answer is some of the

to nearby stars. The technique used is called the

brightest astrophysical objects like the Cepheids

parallax method (Figure 1). This method is based on

and Supernovae.

geometry. To understand it, try to hold out your
thumb at arm’s length, close one of your eyes, and

Cepheids

examine the relative position of your thumb against

Cepheid stars are high brightness stars that appear

other distant (background) objects like a tree or a

to pulsate over regular intervals. One can get a light

box or a window. Now, look at your thumb with your

curve of a Cepheid by plotting the values of the

other eye. Move your thumb closer to your eye and

apparent magnitudes from observations at different

repeat the experiment. What do you notice? This

times.

demonstrates the parallax effect: the apparent shift
in the position of a relatively nearby object against

An example of the light curve is shown below:-

more distant ones when viewed from different
vantage points.
In reality, we don’t use two eyes; instead, we make
use of the Earth’s orbit. If we made two observations
of the same star on opposite sides of the Earth’s
orbit, we would have a separation of 2 astronomical
units (AU) (1 AU is the average distance from the Sun
to the Earth).

Figure 3: Light curve of Delta Cephei (Image credit:
www.AstronomyInYourHands.com)
From this light curve, astronomers can obtain the
mean apparent magnitude(m) value and the period

But, the parallax method is not helpful when it comes

of a Cepheid star. Knowing that the period of

to larger distances, even inside our galaxy. For these

Cepheid is proportional to its peak brightness, they

distances, we use “Standard Candles”(Figure 2).

can calculate the star’s absolute magnitude (M).

Suppose that you are looking at a series of candles
of equal brightness, which are kept at an increasing
distance from you. What do you notice? Even though
the candles have the same intrinsic brightness, they
appear fainter than their intrinsic brightness and
the farther the distance from us, the fainter they

The distance(d) can then be calculated simply using
the following distance modulus formula:

m-M= 5 log(d) - 5
Type Ia Supernovae

appear. Their brightness changes roughly by inverse

Type Ia supernovae are caused by the explosion of a

square law with distance.

white dwarf in a binary system. The gravitational pull

This

concept

that

“brightness

changes

with

distance” can be used to measure the distance

of the white dwarf causes it to take matter from its
companion, and when it crosses the Chandrasekhar’s
mass limit, it explodes and forms a Supernova. It has
Science Made Easy | May 2022
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a very high brightness for a very short time that
can even be observed from very large distances,
even from outside our galaxy. Now, a typical Type Ia
supernova has an absolute magnitude(M) of about
-19.5, and from the observed brightness one can
get the value of apparent magnitude(m). Hence,
the distance can be calculated using the distance
modulus equation.
All methods discussed above are used to extract the
value of the universe’s expansion rate. The details of
the process of extracting the value of the expansion

Figure 4: Distance Ladder ( Image Credit: NASA, ESA, A.
Field (STScI))

rate are beyond the scope of this article. However,
Figure 4 briefly explains the measurement methods

Ravi Kumar Sharma is a Senior Research Fellow

of small to large distances and hence summarizes

at IIA. His interests include Theoretical Cosmology

the article.

and Neutrino Physics.

Star trail imaging by Anand M N. (Location : Poombarai, Kodaikanal)
May 2022 | Science Made Easy
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Speeding and inflating Solar eruptions blame
Lorentz force, but bothers us !!!

Satabdwa Majumdar

“

Ah! Mani da, great that I finally meet you

science, and Manibhushan feels absolutely elated

here.”, exclaimed a briskly walking stranger

in stimulating their untouched intellects with tiny

on seeing Dr Manibhushan Mukhopadhyay

specs of scientific thoughts. For the entire week,

(seldom called Mani da in his neighbourhood). As

Manibhushan goes through different research

the stranger continued “I was planning to come to

papers that have recently reported exciting new

your house to discuss on the agenda of this year’s

results in various fields. From those papers, he

Durga puja, as we are..” Manibhushan interrupted

selects one which he will communicate to them in

him, “ Sorry sorry! Some other time, take care.” The

the simplest way possible. And as you can rightly

stranger smiled and replied “Oh yes ! I forgot, you

guess, it was a Friday evening tonight, and although

are now...” the rest of his voice got muffled as Mani

it was already festive season here, Manibhushan at

walked past him.

the moment was lost in the sweet oblivion of how he

Manibhushan, although a retired professor of
physics now, still enjoys a busy schedule with
several invited talks, lectures, and classes at several

would introduce tonight’s topic to his listeners, with
what kind of untrained questions will they challenge
his trained mind, and so on.

places. But amidst all these commitments, he has

“There is no shame in not knowing, the shame lies in

always kept aside the evenings of every Friday

not finding it out”, came out from the deep voice of

reserved, for a very special purpose. He spends the

Manibhushan as he entered the room, the prevalent

Friday evenings with a bunch of young toddlers

cacophony hurriedly subsiding. Manibhushan had

in the neighbourhood who are enthusiastic about

this habit of starting with an ancient proverb that
Review Articles | May 2022
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sets the tone of his discussion. He started, “Tonight,

happening so far away from us?” Mani felt glad for

we shall discuss a research paper titled Connecting

the question. He replied, “You see these CMEs after

3D evolution of Coronal Mass Ejections to Their

being ejected, do not remain confined to the Corona

Source Regions. This was recently published in one

of Sun, but they keep travelling into outer space,

of the leading Journals called The Astrophysical

towards the planets, and in some cases towards

Journal. This work is done by Satabdwa Majumdar,

Earth too. Although, this is a case of low probability,

a researcher at the Indian Institute of Astrophysics

but with high consequences as such an event would

(IIA) in collaboration with Dr Vaibhav Pant, Ritesh

result in severe technological damage, a catastrophe

Patel and under the apt guidance of Prof. Dipankar

we are not yet ready for. Thus understanding their

Banerjee from the Aryabhatta Research Institute of

evolution and propagation, that is their kinematics

Observational Sciences (ARIES).”

is of great significance. The two major challenges in
this area are the crucial information on kinematics
in the inner corona (see Figure 1) and uncertainty
due to projection effects. The later term implies
that although the actual CME is moving in three
dimensional (3D) space, measurements taken from
2D images of the Sun leaves out the information
contained in the third dimension. The authors in this
paper have thrown light on these areas and have
largely improved our current understandings.”

Figure 1: A sketch of the Sun’s inner corona with a
propagating CME from itse source region.
Abhay, the youngest in the room asked, “What is a
Coronal Mass Ejection?”, Mani replied, “CMEs as they
are referred in short, are large bulb-like structures
containing plasma and magnetic field that are ejected
from the Sun’s corona (the outermost atmosphere).
They are as energetic as a few hundreds of hydrogen
bombs put together. The source regions on the
Sun, that produce a CME contain high magnetic
field strength compared to its surrounding region.
A violent explosion in these source regions occurs
that results in a CME.” Abhik interrupted, “But why
should we bother to study them since they are
May 2022 | Review Articles

Figure 2: The source region injecting Lorentz force into
a CME
Manibhushan continued, “They selected several
CME events that occurred between 2008 and 2014.
They used data from several space observatories
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like the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO),

They also found that the CMEs expanded initially

the twin Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory

as they propagated outwards. This stimulated their

(STEREO) of the National Aeronautics and Space

minds to note the heights for the CMEs at which

Administration (NASA). First, with a software

their initial high acceleration dropped down and

called Jhelioviewer, they created movies of each

the heights at which the expansion of the CMEs

event that helped them to connect every CME

stopped. To their excitement, they found that for

to their source region on the Sun. The location of

most of the CMEs, these two heights were lying

the source region gave them a rough estimate of

in the range of 2.5-3 R (R being the solar radius),

the direction of propagation of the CME. The twin

which is in the inner corona region. Scientists had

spacecraft STEREO A & B observe the Sun from

earlier shown that it is a force called Lorentz force

two different points in space. This double viewpoint

from the source regions that is responsible for this

provides researchers with a palette of possibilities.

high acceleration, but from this result, they found

The authors took these pairs of images taken at the

something more unifying and fundamental. Since

same time from different positions to recreate the

the high acceleration and expansion both ceases

actual 3D structure of the CME by a process known

around the same height, it vividly shows that it

as stereoscopy. This was done with the help of a

is the same force, that is responsible for this two

model called the Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS)

behaviour of CMEs (Figure 2). In this way, they

model. By using this model on successive images

reported the first observational evidence of the

taken by the different instruments on STEREO-

imprint of Lorentz force on the kinematics to stay

A/B, they collected several crucial parameters of the

dominant till a height of 2.5-3 R. Thus this work has

CMEs, as they evolved through different heights.

unified CME acceleration and expansion as veritable

Now, that they have all the resources at hand, what

manifestations of the impact of Lorentz force. It will

awaits is the extraction of information.”

also greatly help in the future, to better understand

A question from Rajib lifted the curtain of silence,

the mechanism of CME ejection.”

“What did they find then from their analysis ?”

A sense of excitement was sparkling in everyone’s

Manibhushan replied, “Quite a lot actually. Since

eyes, as Manibhushan continued, “ This is their major

you all know that speed is the rate of change of

result and it is of immense significance to us too. The

height with time and acceleration is the rate of

Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is about

change of speed with time, from the measurements

to launch its first solar space mission ADITYA-L1 to

of different heights travelled by the CMEs at

study the Sun. The authors completely dedicate this

different times, they calculated the corresponding

result as inputs to the instrument Visible Emission

speeds and acceleration of the CMEs at different

Line Coronagraph (VELC) on ADITYA-L1 which will

times. From these calculations, they found that

also observe the inner corona of the Sun. The authors

some CMEs showed a sudden very high acceleration

further showed that 2D measurements are often

phase in their initial part of the motion, after which

highly misleading, and the correct measurement of

the acceleration dropped down to almost zero.

speeds in 3D is essential for predicting the time at
Review Articles | May 2022
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which the Earth-directed CMEs might reach Earth.

well, and this paper has beautifully enlightened one

They also found that source regions tend to have an

such grey area in our understanding. We are homo

impact on the behaviours of CMEs, in a way that the

sapiens, sapiens meaning wise. So, we are the wise

source regions which are highly energetic, drive the

ones amongst the different species under homo,

CMEs to higher speeds than the ones coming from

who have managed to evolve and become better

comparatively weaker source regions. These are all

with time. Let us keep that in mind until we meet

crucial considerations for the correct estimation of

next time !”

the arrival time of CMEs at Earth, because such an
encounter has the potential of throwing large parts
of the Earth into complete darkness by creating

(This article is a winner of the JAI-AWSAR
competition 2022.)

power grid failures, damaging satellites, and posing
threat to astronauts in space.”

Satabdwa Majumdar is a Senior Research Fellow at

From the face of his listeners, he understood that he

IIA. His areas of interest are Coronal Mass Ejections

has kindled their minds to ignition and his purpose

and Space Weather.

was met. He concluded “ You see, Physics is not
just about black and white, there are grey areas as

May 2022 | Review Articles
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Skychart June 2022:

(As on June 15, 2022. 20.00hrs Bangalore)

June 16 - Mercury at Greatest Western Elongation.

June 21 - June Solstice. The June solstice occurs at

The planet Mercury reaches greatest western

09:05 UTC (2:35 PM IST). The North Pole of the earth

elongation of 23.2 degrees from the Sun. This is

will be tilted toward the Sun, which will have reached

the best time to view Mercury since it will be at its

its northernmost position in the sky and will be

highest point above the horizon in the morning sky.

directly over the Tropic of Cancer at 23.44 degrees

Look for the planet low in the eastern sky just before

north latitude. This is the first day of summer

sunrise.

(summer solstice) in the Northern Hemisphere
and the first day of winter (winter solstice) in the
Southern Hemisphere.
Skychart | May 2022
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The life and science of Thanu Padmanabhan

Sanved Kolekar

T

hanu Padmanabhan (1957-2021), more

matter, and quantum gravity models, and published

famously known to everyone as Paddy, was

numerous papers in high-impact international

an internationally acclaimed Theoretical

journals. In 1980, he became a tenured faculty

Physicist and Cosmologist, whose research spanned

member of the TIFR Astrophysics group while still

a wide variety of topics in Gravitation, Structure

pursuing his PhD, which he completed in 1983. With

formation in the universe, and Quantum Gravity.

a brief in-between stint at Cambridge University, UK,

Many of his contributions, especially those related

from 1986 to ‘87 as a research associate, he worked

to the analysis and modelling of dark energy in

on the subject of statistical mechanics of gravitating

the universe and the interpretation of gravity as

systems and made significant contributions in the

an emergent phenomenon, have made significant

field as reflected in the first physics reports article

impacts in the field.

he wrote. These articles are often referred by the

Born on 10th March 1957 in Trivandrum, Kerala,
Paddy completed his Masters in Physics with the
top rank, gold medallist, from Kerala University
and then joined TIFR, Mumbai in 1979 as a PhD
student, working in the field of cosmology, under
the supervision of astrophysicist Professor Jayant
Narlikar. Alongside his own thesis work, Paddy
worked in a variety of areas at TIFR during his
PhD, such as semi-classical gravity, nature of dark
May 2022 | Review Articles

condensed matter community as well, to understand
the statistical mechanics of long-range interactions.
Paddy continued at TIFR in various faculty positions
till 1992, after which he joined the faculty group
at IUCAA, Pune. He also held several key visiting
positions at various institutions abroad including
at Princeton University, Caltech, and Cambridge
University. It is quite amazing that Paddy himself
not only worked on a broad range of topics but
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also supervised a total of 18 students in their PhD

physics. These now remain incomplete due to his

theses on these very topics ranging from structure

untimely demise. Other than books, Paddy also

formations in the universe, dark matter and dark

contributed to popular-level science magazines,

energy, astrophysical processes, AGNs, blackholes,

such as the Science today, Science Age, Resonance,

QFT in curved spacetime, semi-classical gravity,

and ran columns, such as Story of physics and Dwan

emergent gravity, etc.

of Sciences, which became so popular that they

Paddy’s

mathematical

skills

were

incredible.

Although, to him, mathematics was mainly a bridge

were published as separate books later in regional
languages as well.

connecting the underlying physics. He always

It’s a known secret that his voracious speed of

focussed on the physics content rather than on

writing books was first because of his true passion

mathematical complexities. His physical intuition

for teaching. He believed that research and teaching

was quite superb which meant that he was already

go hand in hand. He was a master of explaining

aware of the results even before the mathematical

seemingly complex concepts in physics by breaking

calculations leading them were begun.

them down to their very bare nature and turning

He has authored thirteen wonderful books. His first
single-authored book was Structure formation in
the Universe (1993), which became quite popular and
made him famous in the Astrophysics community.
Paddy was quite fond of the Landau-Lifshitz series
on physics. He extensively studied from this volume
collection among others during his graduate days
at Trivandrum. His aim was to provide a similar
complete collection of basics and advanced topics in
astrophysics. The three-volume series Theoretical
Astrophysics (2000-2002) was a result of such an
exercise and made him even more widely known
in the astrophysics community worldwide and
especially among the student community. His
popular science book After the first three minutes

them into simple ones which could be handled bit by
bit to form a complete picture. The second significant
reason was his better half, Vasanthi, as he himself
used to quote, has helped him in preparing many
of the book drafts and is acknowledged for so in
all the books he authored. He also taught a variety
of courses in all areas of physics starting from his
tenure at TIFR all the way to IUCAA. His twenty set of
video lectures on General relativity and cosmology
are a treat to watch for a beginner in this field as
well as for an advanced level student, not just for
the physics but also to see that the instructor begin
writing on the blackboard with his left hand and
then seamlessly switch to his right hand in between
without any change in the handwriting.

(2000), which follows the history of the universe

Paddy was also extremely fond of puzzles. His

after the book The First Three Minutes, written by

website has a cache load of many interesting ones.

Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg, has also been very

In IUCAA, one would get an occasional email from

well received and was translated into Portuguese,

him whenever he came across an exciting puzzle.

Chinese and Polish. Of late, Paddy was working on

These covered the entire spectrum of puzzles

a four-volume book series comprising around 150

based on ideas in geometry or involving analytical

lectures he intended to incorporate all of theoretical

logical sense or even algebraic ones, etc. Lunch or
Review Articles | May 2022
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dinner conversations would be even more fun with

for Scientific Research (2003), the Miegunah Award

everyone at the table pondering and brainstorming

of the Melbourne University (2004), the Goyal Prize

over a puzzle he just posed.

in Physical Sciences (2012-13), the Birla Science Prize

Paddy was a recipient of several national and

(1991) and the INSA Young Scientist Award (1984).

international awards. In 1996, Paddy was bestowed

In the later part of the 2000s at IUCAA, Paddy spent

the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award by the Indian

most of his time understanding the quantum nature

Government for his contributions in the fields of

of gravity. In his 2003 published paper, he was the

quantum gravity and structure formation in the

first to show that Einstein’s field equations near a

universe. His work provided a simple and consistent

spherically symmetric black hole horizon took the

interpretation for the semiclassical limit of quantum

form of the first law of thermodynamics for virtual

cosmology based on the concept of decoherence

displacement of the horizon. This seminal work was

and led to a better understanding of nonlinear

later shown to hold all the black hole solutions in

gravitational clustering in the formation of structure

Einstein’s gravity as well as for other theories, such

in the early universe.

as higher curvature theories of gravity. Various ideas

Paddy won the first prize in 2008 in the prestigious
gravity essay competition conducted every year by
the Gravity Research Foundation, USA, for his essay
Gravity – Inside Story. The essay provides an excellent
read and a brief summary of his perspective on the
idea of gravity being an emergent phenomenon
arising out of some underlying degrees of freedom
which he dubbed the atoms of spacetime. Paddy
has won the gravity essay competition six more
times landing among the top five essays and with
an unbroken stint of at least being in the honorable

were pursued in this context, involving holographic
action for gravity, entropic action principle to derive
the field equations of gravity, equipartition ideas,
etc. In his later works, he pursued the emergent
gravity approach and explored its ramifications
in the context of a complete theory of quantum
gravity. He was particularly intrigued by the
cosmological constant and some of his later papers
targeted to understand the microscopic origin of the
cosmological constant within the thermodynamic
gravity context.

mentions in every year of participation. Among

Paddy left for his heavenly abode on 17th September

the many prestigious awards and distinctions he

2021.

was awarded, the few notable ones are Padma
Shri by the President of India in 2007, the J.C. Bose
Fellowship in 2008, the Inaugural Infosys Prize in

Sanved Kolekar completed his PhD under the

Physical Sciences in 2009, The Third World Academy

guidance of late T. Padmanabhan at IUCAA. He is

of Sciences Prize in Physics 2011, the Millennium

currently an assistant professor at the Indian Institute

Medal in 2000, the INSA Vainu-Bappu Medal in

of Astrophysics. His research interests include

2007, the Sackler Distinguished Astronomer of the

gravitation, black hole physics, and quantum field

Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge in 2002, the

theory in curved spacetime.

Homi Bhabha Fellowship (2003), the G.D.Birla Award
May 2022 | Review Articles
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Extra Solar planet: The lamp in dark!

Manika Singla

E

ight years ago, innocent Ishu was staring
at the stars incessantly on a cold winter
night. Her mother was sitting beside her on

an old charpai [a bed] and sipping hot badam milk.
Ishu’s face was gleaming under the full Moon. She
suddenly asked, “Ma! What are stars?”.

Ma smiled and answered, “my dear, when anyone
close to our heart dies, that person becomes a star.”

you can imagine as the hottest thing in the world!
Those stars also have planets around them, just
like our Solar system. And they are known as extrasolar planets or exoplanets. Ishu could not believe
the possibility that people like us also live on some
other planets around some fireball other than our
Sun.
She tells all this to her mother. Ma is astonished! Ma

Another question tickled her heart, “how?”. Ishu

speaks angrily, “I don’t believe all this! Who teaches

continued to believe what Ma used to tell her until

you all this rubbish?”. This time her mother asks,

she started studying and thinking independently.

“How? How can you say it so confidently?”.

Today She thinks that stars are nothing but big balls

Ishu replies, “Ma! When a planet revolves around

of fire, just like our Sun. She was baffled to know

a star, it will come in front of the star at a specific

that our Sun is also a star that is very close to us

time. At that moment, Scientists observe lesser

compared to other stars. But it is far enough that

brightness of the star as the planet blocks some part

even light takes eight minutes to reach from Sun to

of the star. We cannot see this through naked eyes

us. There are many types of fireballs in space. Some

because it is very far away from us. It is the same

are big; some are small! The smallest one is still

as the solar eclipse when Moon blocks some part

bigger than our Earth. Some are hot, and some are

of the Sun.” She enthusiastically added, “imagine a

cold! The coldest one is still hotter than whatever

fly moves in front of a lighthouse, and it is about 15
Science Made Easy | May 2022
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km far from us. See! How difficult it is to detect an

atmosphere? That absorption in the light can be

extra-solar planet.”

due to any gas. Isn’t it?” Ma asked eagerly. Ishu

Ma gets interested in all this and says with
gratefulness, “we are blessed that we have Oxygen
to breathe, water to drink, food to eat, and shelter to
sleep!”. “Do other planets also offer such luxuries?”,
she asks. “Maybe!”, Ishu replies. Ma curiously asks,
“how do we get to know about that?”. Ishu excitedly
goes and comes back with a torch in her hand and

exclaimed, “that’s a pretty thoughtful question,
Ma!”. She added, “light is composed of several parts.
One is the visible part (white light) which we can see.
It is composed of seven colors”.
“Seven colors! What are you saying?”
“Yes, Ma!”

two transparent pens full of blue ink. She fills water

Ishu makes a disc out of some white cardboard,

in one of the pens by opening the upper part of the

paints it with seven colors, and inserts a pencil in the

pen and ensuring water does not leak. She moves the

center, as shown in the picture. As soon as she starts

first pen (without water) in front of the torchlight.

rotating the pencil, Ma gets surprised to see such a

She says, “some of the light is blocked by the pen’s

clear white disc. For a few moments, both get lost

refill. But we can’t see it as it blocks very little.” Now,

in the tranquil white color. After a while, Ishu says,

she brings the second pen in front of the torchlight.

“violet part of the light is the most energetic while

She says, “besides the blockage of light by the refill,

red has the least energy.”

some part of the light is eaten up by the water. Or
I should say, water absorbs some of the light. Like
water envelops the refill of the second pen, the
atmosphere surrounds an almost spherical-shaped
planet. That atmosphere can contain several gases,
water, water vapors, etc. And that atmosphere
absorbs some of the star-light, and the remaining
gets transmitted and reflected.”

Ma asks, “tell me about the other parts of the light.
Why is light made of several elements?”. Ishu: “Light
is made of different-different energy packets. The
light which has lesser energy than visible is known
as infrared. It lies just below the red region. The
ultraviolet region lies just above the violet light,
which means more energetic than visible.”
Ma: “Why are you telling all this? Is this anyhow
related to the absorption of light by different gases?”
Ishu says, “Yes! Different gases absorb light of
different energies. Also, they absorb different
amounts of light. These absorptions behave as the
fingerprints of the gases.” Ma tries to understand
and complete, “the light we obtain while sitting on
Earth contains all these features. So we can tell which
gas is present in the planetary atmosphere and in

“Wow! That’s wonderful, Ishu! Tell me more! How

what amount.” Ishu nods her head with a beautiful

do we know which gas is present in the planet’s

smile on her glowy face. Both enjoy a few moments
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of silence.
Ishu is overflowing with knowledge. She suddenly
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scattering is! This is known as Rayleigh scattering,
named after its discoverer, Lord Rayleigh.”

starts saying that the planet should also reflect

She asks, “which part of the light can scientists see

some starlight when it moves around the star.

in the reflected light?”. Ma ponders a few minutes.

She asks herself, “how do we account for that?”.

Ishu interrupts and says, “the most energetic light

Ma starts thinking again! Ishu immediately makes

is present in more amount whereas least energetic

her Ma stand in front of a mirror with a torchlight

light in the least amount. The amount of the reflected

pointing towards the mirror. And the light is shining

light also depends on the starlight that is incident on

brightly directly on her dusky face. Ishu pushes her

the planet before reflection.”

mother gently towards the right side of the mirror
so that Ma can not see herself in the mirror. And she
stands on the left side of the mirror. Ma again points
the torch towards the mirror. This time Ishu gets
enlightened by the light, and her face is gleaming
with joy.
Ishu tells Ma that this is almost the same case for the
star’s light reflected from the planet. She adds that
the only difference is that the light gets reflected in
other directions because the surface of the planet is
not exactly like a smooth and polished mirror. This
type of reflection is known as scattering.

Ma feels empathetic towards her and says in a
nutshell, “the reflected Light that scientists observe
is composed of scattering, absorption, and the
incident starlight.”
Ishu took a deep breath and said with a proud face,
“you are absolutely right! There may be other things
also which I also don’t know now. That’s research
Ma! Some scientists will come up with other things,
and the theory will become more and more accurate.
That’s the joy of research! We should never stop
thinking and imagining.” Ma got illuminated, and the
darkness of superstition flew away. They both slept

She further says, “we see only some part of the

peacefully, holding each other in their arms on that

scattered light coming in our direction. Also, not

old charpai, and started dreaming in the cold winter

only the surface but the atmosphere also scatters.”

night.

Ma: “How atmosphere is responsible for that?”
Ishu: “Ma! The atmosphere contains gases and dust

(This article is a winner of the JAI-AWSAR

particles. They become obstacles in the path of light

competition 2022.)

and make the light move in other directions as well.”

Manika Singla is a Senior Research Fellow at IIA.

Ma: “Is this phenomenon the same for all the parts

Her research area is the atmospheric modeling of

of light?”

the terrestrial exoplanets and currently she is working

Ishu: “No! Just like absorption, different amounts
of scattering take place for different parts of the

on the reflection and the transmission spectra of the
present and early Earth-like exoplanets.

light. The more energetic the light is, the more the
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From Black Holes to Exoplanets

- Dynamics at Play

Artist’s impression of the triple system HR 6819, with the orbital path of the newly discovered black hole depicted in red ESO/L. Calçada

Dr Sourav Chatterjee talks about his exciting research endeavours on gravitational
dynamics, the upcoming astronomy mega projects and his life as an astrophysicist.
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Your entire research work can be spanned
under the question “How gravitational
dynamics affect the universe” – can you
please elaborate?
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billions of years to interact with each other before
we actually see them. Various studies, including
mine, have shown that dynamical interactions play
a crucial role in deciding the orbital and structural
properties of planets in multi-planetary systems.

When we look at the sky in our childhood, we see

Interactions between gas-giant planets, e.g., Jupiter

stars and planets that don’t seem to move much. As

and Saturn in our Solar system, can completely

we grow up and learn more, we realize that all these

change the planetary orbits and even eject planets.

things are moving; we are also moving in space.

Recently, free-floating planets have been observed.

So everything that we see has a kinematic aspect,

Similarly, if we consider the Super-Earth or sub-

which is being governed by general physics laws,

Neptune type planets that Kepler and TESS are

primarily by gravity. The universe and everything

finding in large numbers, there are systems with

inside it is ever-changing. Looking at an individual

up to seven planets, all within Mercury’s orbit or

star, we find them evolving in time, which we have

close to it.

studied and understood reasonably well. However,

these systems are maximally packed, which means

there are particular strange objects whose features

that if you try to introduce an additional planet to

cannot be explained using the standard theory

the system anywhere between the first planet and

of stellar evolution. Here, we need to think of the

the last planet from the star, the system becomes

possibility of a companion and/or some interaction

unstable. This indicates that the orbits of even

happening in a binary system. If we keep expanding

the low-mass planets may have been altered by

this, there can be exciting complex systems that can

dynamical processes. When planetary systems

come from interactions between multiple objects,

become unstable, planets may collide with each

all interacting gravitationally.

other, some planets may get thrown into the star,

I will give you a couple of examples to appreciate why
taking into account dynamics is very important. Let
me first talk about exoplanets. It’s now obvious from
the data that planets form around almost all kinds of
stars. It appears that if we have not found a planet
around some star, it is because of our observational

Theoretical modelling suggests that

and some planets may be thrown out of the system
altogether. What we observe today has had all of
these dynamical evolution. Hence, to understand
the planetary orbital architecture today, we have to
understand how these dynamical encounters have
modified the system after formation.

limitation rather than that planets may not have

In some cases, even the planet’s internal properties

formed there. More interestingly, usually there are

may also change because of dynamics; for example,

multiple planets, which can be widely separated

the planets that Kepler sees in large numbers are

or closely packed, depending on the history of the

between the size of Earth and Neptune, which has

system. Since planets form within a few million years

no counterpart in our solar system. The size of the

and we observe the systems when the star age is

planet is governed by how much atmosphere it

several billion years, the planets after formation had

has, and the mass of the planet is governed by how
Interview | May 2022
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Sourav Chatterjee speaking at the Modest 20 conference at TIFR, Mumbai. Image credit: Sourav C
compact the core is. We can imagine this as a cotton

outside. Through modelling and simulations, we

flower with a small core and a lot of fluff all around

understand that their formation is directly related

it. Now, when two planets collide, in most cases,

to the dynamical encounters between stars.

they are likely to graze each other, the atmospheres

There are various types of objects, for example,

get disturbed, planets lose the atmosphere fully or

millisecond pulsars, cataclysmic variables, low mass

partially. So dynamical processes may even alter the

X-ray binaries, ultra-compact X-ray binaries, blue

planet’s internal properties.

straggler stars, merging black hole binaries, etc.

Now, let me talk about the importance of studying
dynamical processes in a completely different
astrophysical system, the star clusters. Star clusters
are stellar systems that consist of stars which are

The production of all of these sources is affected by
the dynamical properties of clusters, which play a
significant role in their creation and the frequency
of their appearance.

bound to each other gravitationally, and globular

Let’s specifically consider the case of the merging

clusters are extreme examples of such bound stellar

binary black hole systems, which are being detected

aggregates. These are all very dense systems with

by LIGO. It turns out that creating merging blackhole-

a large number of stars and are spherical in shape.

blackhole binaries is not straightforward. In a star

We see a lot of strange systems in globular clusters

cluster, we have a mix of low mass objects and high

compared to the frequency of these systems

mass objects. A natural outcome of the gravitational
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All the stars in the cluster collectively create

You have worked on dynamics and evolution

a condition such that a few black holes in the

theories of planetary and stellar systems.

cluster can find each other, form binary, and

Can you brief us more about your research

merge within a Hubble time. This appears as if

in these fields?

nature wanted to create merging binary black
holes and really tuned everything via globular
clusters.

On the planet side, the big question is do we
understand the structural and orbital architectures
of the planetary systems. There are different

interactions is that the high mass object sinks deeper

theories about the formation of planets. For example,

into the potential well of the cluster. Thus, in a system

whether migrations played a major role in shaping

such as a globular cluster, no matter where the black

the orbits, or dynamics played a significant role, etc.

hole forms throughout the cluster, since the black

There are many questions that are related to these

holes are more massive than typical stars, they just

formation theories, because we don’t see the phases

sink to the centre of the cluster where the density is

of formation, but only the fully formed planetary

high. Essentially, a cluster naturally collects all black

systems. Can we understand it through dynamical

holes formed everywhere in it, and brings them into

simulations or planetary structure simulations? Do

an environment where they have a very high rate

we understand the relative importance of different

of dynamical interactions. Black holes which may

physical processes that must have happened in the

or may not initially be part of a binary can form a

history of the planetary systems? These are the

new binary through dynamical interaction. Once

broad questions, and we worked on some aspects

these binaries are formed, further interactions can

of them.

make the orbits shrink, depending on the dynamical
properties of the cluster. All the stars in the cluster
collectively create a condition such that a few black
holes in the cluster can find each other, form binary,
and merge within the Hubble time. It turns out from
calculations that the properties of clusters that
are the most efficient in forming merging binary
black holes are very similar to the properties of the
observed globular clusters. This appears as if nature
wanted to create merging binary black holes and
really tuned everything via globular clusters.
In summary, dynamics play a significant role in
creating and determining the properties of many
fascinating objects that astro-communities are very
excited about.

Another major question is that, through Kepler
and TESS, we are seeing compact multi-planetary
systems. It is very strange not only because our
solar system does not have these planets, but also
if you want to form these planets, you need a lot
of solids very close to the host. However, to form
these planets so close to their host stars, we need
special conditions in the protoplanetary phase. The
question is, is there a natural, non-perishable way
that every star can have, which can create these
very compact multi-planetary systems?
One of the big questions in stellar dynamics is about
the initial conditions for the globular clusters. For
example, we have seen globular clusters 9-12 billion
years old in the Milky Way. But then, in the starburst
Interview | May 2022
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It would be nice if you could summarise your
works on compact binary systems in the
context of gravitational wave detections in
LIGO?
I am interested in understanding the astrophysical
implications of the merger events LIGO has detected.
For example, we try to explain the distributions of
the properties of merging systems, such as, the
distribution in redshift, masses, eccentricity etc.
We model astrophysically relevant systems such
as star clusters or isolated binaries. This can help

Simulated HST image of a 12 Gyr old globular cluster.
Image credit: Rodriguez et. al 2022
galaxies, we see young star clusters that are a few to
10-100 million years old. What happens in between?
Are they connected somehow? That was part of
my PhD thesis. More important questions are, if
you model these globular clusters, do we create the
strange objects at the right amount observed? Are
they distributed within the cluster as we observe

us answer the questions including what kinds of
events (BH-BH or BH-NS or NS-NS mergers) one
should expect based on the formation process, and
depending on these distributions of properties, can
we say something about the relative importance of
these various formation channels. In short, we are
trying to understand what the LIGO and potential
LISA observations tell or will tell us about the
astrophysical processes that create these systems.

today? etc.
Another interesting question is what kinds of

Being a part of various ongoing and

processes create various objects inside star clusters.

upcoming astronomical mega projects, how

For example, the processes responsible for creating

do you look into the future of astronomy?

merging binary black holes may not be the same
processes that create blue stragglers. One of the
major understandings that developed in recent
times is that if we have a large number of black
holes in a globular cluster, then the cluster actually
appears to be less dense and more expanded. Also, a
large number of black holes in the centre can actually
decrease the formation of millisecond pulsars. So,
how do all these different interactions and species
in a cluster affect each other?

May 2022| Interview

Astronomy is an observation-driven field. Whenever
you build a new telescope that allows you to look at
a different wavelength, our understanding often
changes completely. In this field, you first see an
interesting object/phenomenon, then think about
what might have created it or the physics behind
it. This approach, in some sense, is quite different
from theoretical physics, where you have a standard
model, and then you try to build experiments to
prove or disprove the standard or other not-so-
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Artist’s conception of the proposed LISA spacecraft to detect gravitational waves. Image Credit: NASA
standard models.
For example, if we know the redshift distribution
of radio transient sources and their location in
the galaxy, we can tell whether these systems are
associated with new star formation regions or if it
is happening at the sites of the dynamically active
regions. Suppose these transient radio sources are
located in the plane of a spiral galaxy, then they
must be associated with new star formation. On
the other hand, if they are spherically distributed
like a globular cluster far in the Milky Way, they are
probably associated with a completely different
process. Upcoming radio facilities like SKA can
significantly improve our knowledge in the radio
domain.

JWST will give us a lot of understanding about
the infrared side of the planetary radiation and
transmission spectroscopy, telling us more about
the formation of a planet. More theoretical models
and ideas will be required to make sense of these
observations. Gaia continues to revolutionize the
field. Recently our group has submitted a paper
explaining that hundreds of new black holes may
be found using Gaia data only; using Gaia’s proper
motion and parallax, if one can disentangle the
orbital motion of a luminous companion around a
black hole, then the existence of the black hole can be
inferred. Detecting these systems will be a complete
game-changer. One of the biggest uncertainties in
understanding the astrophysical implications of,
Interview | May 2022
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say LIGO or LISA detections is that we don’t quite

kingdom. Throughout history, science has always

understand how high-mass stars evolve, what the

been government-funded. At least in basic sciences,

mass spectrum of black holes is, and what kind of

theoretical physics, and astrophysics, most of the

kicks they receive when they form via supernova.

major missions are government-funded. However, I

Unfortunately, we do not have any direct way

think that can and should change. There should be a

to study them either from theory or the limited

lot more conversation between the corporate world

existing observations. However, our understanding

and academia.

can dramatically improve if we could discover a large
number of these systems. Hence, if indeed, Gaia can
help us find hundreds of black holes then we will, for
the first time, have a direct map between black hole
properties and the properties of its progenitors. So
far, our knowledge is only limited to black holes, and
we really don’t know what kind of progenitor had

Nevertheless, it is actually challenging to establish
a framework where industry and academia can
freely and effectively interact. Imagine, you are an
exoplanet researcher and want industrial funding.
So, you reach out to one of the tech companies, and
tell them that you are interested in understanding

If we realise the broader perspectives of the

created it.
In the GW frontiers, it’s exciting to see the plans
for the next-generation detectors with newer
technologies, newer lasers, and different arm length
scales. One really interesting aspect of GW is that
these detectors can detect different ranges of

skills that we acquire during PhD training and
learn how to converse effectively with the
corporate world, new avenues for academiacorporate partnerships can open up that can
benefit both academia and industry.

wavelength. You can actually see an object going

a planet where we will never go, but we just want

through different wavelengths; for example, some

to learn about it. This may not go very well, as you

source may first appear in LISA, then evolve and be

can imagine. But if you say that to do this research,

detected in DECIGO, continue to finally enter the

I am going to develop a machine learning algorithm

LIGO band and merge. I would say that the future in

for dealing with large volumes of data, and similar

astrophysics is simply fantastic.

algorithms can be applied to the sales data for the
company to understand the gaps in efficiency for
the company, then you may have better luck. So,

Funding

is

a

crucial

factor

for

the

the challenge is in identifying how your research can

advancement of any research field. Do you

help them. I think that we need to rethink how we

think funding from private or corporate

speak and how we see our work.

sources can improve the quality of research
in India?

Advantages

of

communications

improving
are

not

the
limited

cross-border
to

funding

It’s very true, and it has been true forever. In

opportunities. At the moment, at least in India,

the time of kings, the king decided what he was

the goal of PhD graduates is usually to do postdoc

interested in, and that thing flourished in his

research, and then get into an academic position.
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Rarely, they think of taking
a corporate job. However, in
astrophysics,

we

deal

with

complex, non-ideal datasets,
for example, it contains missing
data points in a time series, a
signal buried well inside the
noise, etc. Real-life data is very
similar; it’s not a well-defined
grid, has missing information,
and some information may be
incorrect. So, the training we
get during the PhD working

Image credit: Sourav C

with these datasets should be
interesting for any company dealing with similar

IIT Kanpur. I pursued my PhD at Northwestern

data. Let me be more specific. We study the proper

University, Illinois. I was a Postdoctoral Fellow at

motion of stars from Gaia data to find out clusters

the University of Florida, then a Research Professor

and patterns in it. This is directly related to say a

at Northwestern University, and finally, I joined

magazine, where they have some sales data, and

the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR),

they want to understand the patterns and modulate

Mumbai.

their sales strategy based on what they find. The
technical skills involved are very similar in these two
cases. If we realise the broader perspectives of the
skills that we acquire during PhD training and learn
how to converse effectively with the corporate world,
new avenues for academia-corporate partnerships
can open up that can benefit both academia and
industry.

Since the days of my BSc, I got very interested in both
astrophysics and high-energy physics. And then,
whether it’s astrophysics or high-energy physics,
I didn’t really have a clear choice. It just turned out
that I did not get a summer research position in
Physics Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad.
Rather I got a summer research position at the InterUniversity Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics
(IUCAA), Pune, which decided that I am going to be

How was your life as a student, and what
excited you to pursue astrophysics as a
career?

in astrophysics. It’s kind of serendipitous. I could
also have been a high-energy physicist as well and
be happy, I think. Space is a huge laboratory that
keeps throwing challenges and surprises at you.

I had a nice life. I did my schooling in Ramakrishna

Nature seems to be very good at creating strange

Mission Vidyalaya, Narendrapur. I did my Bachelor’s

things that you need to explain. I love it.

at Jadavpur University and then my Master’s from
Interview | May 2022
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You have been a part of both Indian and

Tell us about your life outside academia.

Western academia. What differences did

How do you maintain a balance between

you feel working in these two systems?

life and work?

I think the biggest difference between Indian

Well, I like traveling, watching movies, classical and

culture and the Western culture is the student-

jazz music. I used to play Sitar, but now I am not

mentor dynamics. Typically, teachers tell us things in

getting enough time to practice.

schools or colleges, and we listen to them; that, kind
of, becomes ingrained in us. And during the PhD, it
becomes very hard to come out of this mindset. For
example, if your mentor tells you to do something
in some way, and you think that it’s a bad idea, most
often than not, you will still do it the way the mentor
tells you before saying anything. Maybe you had a
good argument about why this is a bad idea. Maybe,
if you tell your mentor she will also be convinced
and adjust her thinking. In the West, students are
usually more unafraid to speak up. I think this is the

Having a good work-life balance is crucial for
extending your productivity for a longer duration.
What becomes really crucial is that you are doing
what you like. Let’s say, you have to read a bunch of
papers from astro-ph at 11 pm because you didn’t
get any time throughout the day. You may either
think ‘oh.., I have to do this work’, or, ‘I really want to
know what others in the world have done today.’ If
you go with the second mindset, it is fun, it becomes
really hard if you go with the first.

most significant difference. Other differences are
kind of minor. Usually, good universities in the West
have a lot more research funding, travel funds, etc.
On the other hand, they have to get funding to hire
students. In most premier institutes in India, the
mentors do not have to get their own funding to get
students, instead, the Institute supports students.
These days, I find that the mentorship dynamics
here is also changing. Students are becoming more
forthcoming.
My advice to students and postdocs would be, don’t
be afraid to say what you think. Your mentor is also
a person who is probably thinking about fifty other
things, and you may know about your specific topic
a little bit more. So it’s quite likely that at least on
some days, your idea is better than your mentor’s.
So don’t be afraid to speak up.

May 2022| Interview
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Skychart July 2022:

(As on July 15, 2022. 20.00hrs Bangalore)

July 28, 29 - Delta Aquarids Meteor Shower. The Delta Aquarids is an average shower that can produce up
to 20 meteors per hour at its peak. It is produced by debris left behind by comets Marsden and Kracht. The
shower runs annually from July 12 to August 23. It peaks this year on the night of July 28 and morning of July 29.
Best viewing will be from a dark location after midnight. Meteors will radiate from the constellation Aquarius,
but can appear anywhere in the sky.

Skychart | May 2022
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Observation and Characterization of ExtraSolar Planets Using Indian Facilities
Aritra Chakrabarty

D

etection and characterization of extra-

as transit photometry. It is transit photometry

solar planets (also known as exoplanets)

using which we have detected the majority of the

is an emerging field that has been

exoplanets including the extremely close-in (semi-

constantly evolving with the advent of new

major axis <1 AU) ones which have shifted our

cutting-edge observational techniques and the

paradigm of planet formation and evolution. My PhD

development of state-of-the-art models to interpret

journey started with the photometric observation

the observational results. Since the discovery of the

of such close-in and giant exoplanets, also known as

first confirmed planet orbiting around a Solar type

hot Jupiters, during their transit events using the 2m

star 51 Pegasi in 1995, astronomers have engaged

Himalayan Chandra Telescope (HCT) at the Indian

in a global and systematic quest for understanding

Astronomical Observatory (IAO), Hanle and the 1.3m

the origin and evolution of the exoplanets. To date,

Jagadish Chandra Bhattacharyya Telescope (JCBT) at

about 5000 exoplanetary detections have been

the Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO), Kavalur. The job

confirmed and a few of those planets have been

also involved the development of pipelines for data

studied extensively using different photometric

reduction and analysis (available on Gitub). Our team

and spectroscopic techniques. Here is a story of how

has been successful at detecting the transit signals

my thesis revolved around exploring such different

from our follow-up observations and at updating

techniques.

the properties of the studied exoplanets with

Transit photometry is a popular and essential tool
for the detection and characterization of exoplanets.
When a planet transits its host star we can detect
the presence of the planet by identifying the drop in
the brightness of the star. This technique is known
May 2022 | Review Articles

unprecedented precision (Chakrabarty & Sengupta
2019; Saha et al. 2021). So much so that our first
published journal (Chakrabarty & Sengupta 2019)
was selected as a reference for default parameters
of the planets we studied by the NASA Exoplanet
Archive.
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Figure 1. Processed light curve of WASP-12 b (left; Chakrabarty & Sengupta 2019) and WASP-43 b (right; Saha et al. 2021)
fitted with transit model.
Observational experience in the field of exoplanets

observations to be reported from the recently

motivated us to explore the field of atmospheric

commissioned and upcoming missions such as James

modeling of the exoplanets. This is essential for the

Webb Space Telescope, Roman Space Telescope,

scientific interpretation of observational findings. I,

HabEx, TMT, and ELT, among others.

with the help of my supervisor Prof. Sujan Sengupta,
worked extensively towards the development of
a modeling codebase (in Python) to model the
atmospheric processes of the exoplanets. We aimed
at predicting the observational spectra and light
curves which can be observed from the exoplanets
through indirect means leveraging the current
advancement in technology. Transit spectroscopy
is such a cutting-edge technique that allows us to

need to focus on the physical structure and chemical

Figure 2. The models developed by us (Sengupta et
al. 2020) with and without haze, compared with the
observational data (red) from HST and the model
developed by Sing et al. (2016), and the model calculated
by using the open-source code Exo-Transmit (Kempton
et al. 2017).

compositions of the atmospheres of the planets. We

More the merrier! The present techniques in

were successful at updating the existing models of

place provide us with limited information about

transit spectra of exoplanets with the introduction

exoplanets. Synergy with other emerging techniques

of a number of physical processes, such as diffused

like polarimetry can help in bridging this gap in

scattering of light in the atmosphere (Sengupta et

our knowledge about exoplanets. To understand

al. 2020) and thermal emission from the night sides

polarimetry we have to keep in mind that light is

(the sides facing the observer during their transit

a wave of electric and magnetic fields and these

events; Chakrabarty & Sengupta 2020), which

waves ordinarily oscillate in random directions

have not been considered to date. This makes our

perpendicular to the propagation of light. But when

models essential for interpreting the high-quality

the light gets scattered by atoms, molecules, or

study the atmospheres of the transiting exoplanets.
This technique involves calculating the differential
spectra of the exoplanets observed during and
outside a transit event. To model this, however, we
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Figure 3. The total intensity (I) normalized with respect to the incident stellar flux (F0) and the polarized intensities (Q
and U) normalized with respect to the total intensity (I) at different points on the partly illuminated surface (orbital
phase being 45o) of a reflecting exoplanet orbiting at face-on and edge-on views, two extreme cases of orbital inclination.
Positive (greenish) and negative (bluish) polarizations produced at different longitudes tend to cancel out each other. The
net non-zero detectable disk-averaged polarization arises because of an incomplete cancellation owing to the geometric
asymmetry (Chakrabarty & Sengupta 2021).
cloud particulates in the atmosphere or reflected

detectable degree of disk-integrated polarization

by a surface, the waves oscillate in a particular

(since we can only detect the total light from an

direction. This is called the polarization (linear)

exoplanet with the current technology in place) is

of light. There has been a growing attempt in the

extremely challenging as it involves intriguing and

exoplanet community all over the world to detect

intricate calculations of radiative transfer of light

these polarization signals from both the close-in

and knowledge of atmospheric properties and

and wide-orbit directly imageable planets. In this

compositions. We spent a huge amount of time and

context, we rigorously worked to present models

resources in such painstaking calculations and could

for different planetary sources of polarization that

successfully predict the polarization observable

will guide the future polarimetric missions and help

from the reflecting exoplanets (Chakrabarty &

in interpreting the findings therefrom.

Sengupta 2021) which can be detected using

Reflected

light

from

the

solar

planets

is

observationally found to be polarized which is also
backed by atmospheric theories and polarization
models. Hence, the reflected light from the
exoplanets is also expected to be polarized which can
be used for their characterization. But predicting the
May 2022 | Review Articles

instruments such as HIPPI, POLISH, PlanetPOL,
SPHERE, etc. Conversely, polarization from the selfluminous young and giant planets can be detected
using the existing instruments and upcoming
missions such as SPHERE, GPI, HabEx, LUVOIR,
TMT-MODHIS, among others. So, we also worked
towards the development of models for polarization
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levels detectable in the thermal emission from the

4.

directly imageable planets (Chakrabarty et al. 2022).

M. S., 2022, ApJ, 927, 51, DOI: https://doi.
org/10.3847/1538-4357/ac4d33
5.

Kempton, E. M. R., Lupu, R., Owusu-Asare, A.,

Slough, P., & Cale, B. 2017, Pub. Astron. Soc. Pac., 129,
044402, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1088/1538-3873/aa61ef
6.

Saha, S., Chakrabarty, A. & Sengupta, S., 2021, AJ,

162, 18, DOI: https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-3881/ac01dd
7.

Sengupta, S., Chakrabarty, A., Tinetti, G., 2020, ApJ,

889, 181, DOI: https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab6592
8.

Sing, D. K., Fortney, J. J., Nikolov, N., et al. 2016,

Nature, 529, 59, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1038/nature16068

Figure 4. Total intensity (Iobs) and polarized intensity
(Qobs) normalized with respect to the values at the disk
center of a cloudy young oblate self-luminous planet
with a rotation period of 5 hours. Iobs exhibits limb
darkening whereas Qobs exhibits limb brightening. M
denotes the cosine of the polar angle (1 at the center and
0 at the limb) and Φ denotes the azimuthal angle The
limb polarization dominates over the polarization at
the disk center. At i = 90o i.e. equatorial view, the disk
shows maximum asymmetry of Qobs over azimuthal
direction causing maximum disk-integrated polarization
(Chakrabarty et al. 2022).

Aritra Chakrabarty is a postdoctoral researcher at
the Indian Institute of Astrophysics working on the
observation of the transiting exoplanets and the
characterization of exoplanets through atmospheric
modeling.
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Enthralling Journey of Lithium in the Cosmos:

Uncovering a Four-decade-old Mystery

Deepak

H

ello everyone! I am lithium, a member

Lithium, a trace element on Earth, plays today a
vital part in economic life as the key component
of ubiquitous rechargeable batteries and in

of the family of eighty stable chemical
elements. You may have already heard

about some of my other family members like

medicine. Geographical locations extraordinarily

hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon and oxygen, and

rich in lithium are highly prized. Astronomers

probably may also be carrying some of my costly

anticipated the designation of lithium as a trace

family members like gold and silver with you right

element by economists. Astronomical objects,

now. In my family, hydrogen, helium and I are the

even today in the era of large telescopes and

eldest ones and were born about 13 billion years ago.

when computing power is enormous, present

I am the third lightest member in my family after

astronomers with puzzles with the abundance

hydrogen and helium. Since my birth, I have held

of lithium at their focus. One such puzzle of four

several secrets about how much I was formed in the

decades standing was recently addressed by a

beginning and how I evolve with time.

team of researchers from the Indian Institute
of Astrophysics (IIA), Bengaluru and their
international collaborators. This story is about
lithium’s journey and contribution from recent
discoveries at IIA, which aids in revealing this
journey.

May 2022 | Review Articles

One of my most guarded secrets is how I evolve
in stars. Stars, thousands of which you can see in
a cloudless night sky, are continuously burning
gigantic balls of gas held together by their gravity.
They are born by a collapse of giant clouds of gas
and dust in the Universe. Young ones among them
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are generating energy - sunlight - by converting

hand, is lower and so I can survive there. This,

hydrogen to helium in their core. Even though

however, changes when a Sun-like star gets older

stars have a vast amount of hydrogen, their core

and becomes a giant star. During this transition,

must run out of it due to the continuous energy

many changes happen in the star, like hot material

generation from hydrogen to helium conversion.

from the inner region getting transferred to the

When hydrogen is seriously exhausted in the core,

surface. This results in my destruction. Scientists

the outer part of the star expands many-fold, and

know this very well based on detailed observations

the expanded surface cools. The star becomes a red

and theoretical calculations of stars. They estimated

giant. The newly produced helium atoms keep on

that in the conversion of a Sun-like star to a red

accumulating in the core. When a core is primarily

giant, my observed and predicted abundance in

of helium, it must adjust its structure. In simplest

the star’s surface decreases by at least a factor of

terms, the core contracts and heats and eventually

100 such that in many red giant stars, I am not even

ignites helium and burns it to a mixture of carbon

detectable. They thought that my stellar journey

and oxygen. The onset of helium ignition in the

was about to end with the star’s transition to a giant

core is predicted to be very violent and is known

star. But they did not know that stars had a different

as the helium-core flash. Due to additional energy

plan for me. In stars, I can get reproduced through

generation from the fusion of helium in the core

mechanisms unknown to scientists.

of a Sun-like star, the star shrinks and its surface
temperature increases. The star becomes a helium

The Mystery and Discoveries:

core burning giant. Cartoon illustrations of various

About four decades ago, scientists got a hint about

evolutionary stages of a Sun-like star are shown in

the reappearance of lithium in red giant stars when

Figures 1 and 2.

they discovered a red giant with an extraordinarily
high abundance of lithium. This giant star was
similar to any other ordinary giant in all other
aspects. What processes could have led to a 100fold or so increase in the lithium abundance in this

Figure 1: Evolution of a Sun-like star from birth to Hecore burning phase. Here, H is hydrogen, He is helium,
C is carbon, and O is oxygen.

exceptional red giant? This left scientists puzzled.
To find an answer, they initiated hunts to discover
more such giant stars. By the end of the year 2018,

Stars are one of my homes where I can be found in

scientists managed to find only about 300 such

most abundance. However, the high temperature in

giant stars in total through tens of dedicated hunts.

their core is not suitable for me. I am very fragile,

They classified these giants as lithium-rich giant

and whenever the temperature is 2.5 million Kelvin

stars. Also, they found that only about one per

or higher, I get changed into two helium atoms.

cent of Sun-like red giant stars are rich in lithium.

The temperature in the stars’ inner regions is much

This further deepened the mystery of the origin

higher than my tolerance limit, so I have to change

of lithium-rich giant stars. Although scientists had

to helium. Stars’ surface temperature, on the other

no definite solution to this puzzle, they proposed
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many theories. In one of these theories, to become

production in giant stars, they checked other physical

lithium-rich, stars eat planets like Earth where a lot

and chemical properties of lithium-rich giants in the

of lithium is present.

follow-up study. They found no difference except

The fate of the mystery about the origin of lithiumrich giants changed in January 2019 when scientists

for the varying presence of lithium in these giant
stars.

at IIA, discovered more than 300 new lithium-

In the most recent study published in 2021, Deepak

rich giants in a single study. Since then, they

in collaboration with Professor Emeritus David L.

have published a number of results to solve this

Lambert of the University of Texas at Austin and

mystery. They used data from a large survey of the

an Honorary Fellow of IIA, created virtual stars of

compositions of stars undertaken in Australia led by

different masses and chemical compositions using

astronomers at the Australian National University

computer programs and compared the properties

with observations gathered by a novel instrument

of these virtual stars with the real stars. Based on

on the 3.9 m diameter Anglo-Australian Telescope

these comparisons, they speculated that the lithium

at the Australian Astrophysical Observatory. The

in giants is produced during the helium-core flash,

survey GALAH – named after a common Australian

and this phenomenon happens in all the Sun-like

bird – provided a collection of about 500,000

stars.

stars with well-determined physical and chemical
properties, including lithium abundances. Scientists
at IIA recognized that the GALAH survey offers
a novel opportunity to determine the distinctive
features of the few lithium-rich red giants among
the much larger collection of red giants with a
normal lithium abundance. In their first publication
of results in January 2019, from the study led by Mr
Deepak (PhD student at IIA) under the supervision
of Prof. Bacham Eswar Reddy, besides doubling
the number of known lithium-rich giants with the
discovery of more than 300 new lithium-rich giant
stars, they also discovered that almost all of these
lithium-rich giants are burning helium in their core.
The study concluded that the origin of lithium-rich
giant stars is linked to the violent helium-core flash.
This helped to discard the other theories like the one
in which stars eat planets to become lithium-rich.

Figure 2: A cartoon illustration of the evolution of
lithium (Li) in a Sun-like star. Color of the star (filled
circle) is proportional to the star’s Li abundance as
shown in the color-bar.
The exact source of the extra lithium in the
helium-burning stars is still under scrutiny. Nuclear
astrophysicists years ago proposed a simple and
short sequence of nuclear reactions involving a
collision between the two stable helium isotopes
and concluding with a stable lithium isotope. This
reaction is supposed to occur during the violent

To strengthen their discovery about the relationship

ignition of helium burning in the hydrogen-

between violent helium-core flash and the lithium

depleted core just prior to the onset of stable helium

May 2022 | Review Articles
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burning in the red giant. Indian scientists and their
collaborators adopt this idea and call for theoretical
astrophysicists interested in the interior structure
of red giants to provide quantitative estimates of
lithium production during the ignition of helium
burning in red giants.
(This article is a winner of the JAI-AWSAR
competition 2022.)

Deepak is a PhD student at IIA. His primary field
of work is to study the formation and evolution
histories of the Milky Way.
For more information about his work, visit https://
sites.google.com/view/deepak-india

Artist: Sipra Hota
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Skychart August 2022:

(As on August 15, 2022. 20.00hrs Bangalore)

August 12, 13 - Perseids Meteor Shower. The

morning of August 13. Unfortunately the nearly full

Perseids is one of the best meteor showers to

moon this year will block out all but the brightest

observe, producing up to 60 meteors per hour at

meteors. But the Perseids are so bright and

its peak. It is produced by comet Swift-Tuttle, which

numerous that it could still be a decent show. Best

was discovered in 1862. The Perseids are famous for

viewing will be from a dark location after midnight.

producing a large number of bright meteors. The

Meteors will radiate from the constellation Perseus,

shower runs annually from July 17 to August 24. It

but can appear anywhere in the sky.

peaks this year on the night of August 12 and the
May 2022 | Skychart
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Segmented Mirror Telescopes
- Alignment and Phasing
Part II

Radhika Dharmadhikari

T

he first part of the article (published
in Issue-5: Nov 2021, page no. 10)

has

discussed the segmented mirror design

for large telescopes and the alignment and phasing
of segments. For any segmented mirror telescope
(SMT), the alignment, in general, includes three
components:
1. tip-tilt alignment,
2. co-focusing, and
3. co-phasing.

Fig. 1: Piston error between two segments
There are multiple phasing techniques used to
minimize the piston error.

Here we discuss the

DFS (Dispersed Fringe Sensor) based phasing, also
implemented on the recently launched JWST (James
Webb Space Telescope) for initial phasing of its
primary mirror.
The basic principle of DFS is based on Rayleigh
interferometry, which is used to find the optical

The tip-tilt alignment and co-focusing are basically

path difference (OPD) between two beams. It is

stacking up all segment spots together. After this

observed that in the presence of a path difference,

is done, the co-phasing takes place, which deals

the PSF (Point Spread Function) of the system splits

with minimizing the piston error. The piston error

up, giving two peaks. The position and intensity of

is basically the height difference between any two

these two peaks are directly related to the OPD of

adjacent segments, which must be reduced to a few

the two beams. Figure 3 shows the shifting of the

fractions of a wavelength.

main peak with OPD.
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element separates each of the wavelengths spatially
on the detector, therefore when the different PSFs
add up, they form a fringe pattern. Figure 4 shows
the basic DFS setup, which has a point source, a lens
that gives a collimated parallel beam that passes
through a lens and then reflects back from the
segments having the piston error. The reflected
beam is again collimated by lens 2 and sent to the
phasing arm (shown in the red box of Figure 4) by
the beam splitter, where it falls on the prism that
disperses the light, and this dispersed light is then
focused on the detector. It must be noted that for
phasing the segments, the light must be sampled

Fig. 2: Segmented primary mirror (diameter = 6.5 m)
of JWST (James Webb Space Telescope)
However, in case of monochromatic light, the shifting

from the inter-segment gaps, hence an aperture
stop is used for this purpose.

and splitting of peaks are cyclic with OPD. Thus the
piston measurement range is only ±λ/2. Therefore,
to increase the measurement range, DFS uses
the same principle with a broadband light source.
But if the monochromatic source is replaced by a
broadband source, the PSF from each wavelength
would add up together on the detector plane, thus
contaminating the piston information. Therefore to
avoid this contamination, the different wavelengths

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram showing the DFS setup (Image
Credit: Weirui Zhao and Genrui Cao - Active co-phasing
and aligning test-bed with segmented mirrors)
In the presence of piston error, DFS gives periodic
fringes, and the frequency and tilt of these fringes
is a measure of the piston error. In the presence

Fig. 3: Variation of PSF peak positions with OPD for
Rayleigh Interferometer (Image credit: Shanshan
Wang, Qiudong Zhu, Genrui Cao, “Dispersed Rayleigh
interferometer”, Proc. SPIE 7283, 4th International
Symposium on Advanced Optical Manufacturing and
Testing Technologies: Optical Test and Measurement
Technology and Equipment, 72833G (20 May 2009);
doi:10.1117/12.828774)

of zero piston error (δ=0), a continuous spectrum

are separated on the image plane with the help of

< λ/2, the number of fringes is reduced to one, and

a dispersive element like a grating. This dispersive

for this case, it becomes difficult to measure the

May 2022 | Science Made Easy

is obtained. The figure to the right shows a few
simulated DFS fringes for different values of piston
errors, where the variation of fringes with piston is
clearly seen. Thus, DFS provides high accuracy for
the moderate piston range, but it fails to capture
lower and higher piston errors accurately. For piston
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piston accurately to the orders of a few nanometers.
For the higher piston errors, the number of fringes
is high. Hence, they start merging together, due to
which the fringe pattern becomes blurred (fringe
visibility is reduced), and therefore the accuracy of
measurement is affected. Thus, DFS is one of the
many techniques used for coarse phasing. There are
many ongoing experiments and studies that aim to
develop a phasing technique that can provide both,
high accuracy as well as larger capture range.

Radhika Dharmadhikari is a Junior Research Fellow
at IIA. She is working on alignment and phasing of
Segmented Mirror Telescopes (SMTs).
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Soothing summer landscape
(Acrylic painting by Maya Prabhakar)

from page 52: Skychart August 2022
August 14 - Saturn at Opposition. The ringed

August 27

planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and

Elongation. The planet Mercury reaches greatest

its face will be fully illuminated by the Sun. It will be

eastern elongation of 27.3 degrees from the Sun.

brighter than any other time of the year and will be

This is the best time to view Mercury since it will be

visible all night long. This is the best time to view and

at its highest point above the horizon in the evening

photograph Saturn and its moons. A medium-sized

sky. Look for the planet low in the western sky just

or larger telescope will allow you to see Saturn’s

after sunset.

rings and a few of its brightest moons.
May 2022 | Science Made Easy
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Mercury

at

Greatest

Eastern
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Through the ‘imperfect’ looking glass

Avinash Surendran

U

nlike most folks who came into the field

fun and something which we looked forward to on

of astronomy with a laser-sighted focus

many days, as compared to the culture of searching

on an academic career in the field, it

for an excuse to skip a class during my undergraduate

was my general affinity towards the application of

days.

engineering for any scientific pursuit that brought
me here. Among my peers who got selected for the
Int. M.Tech-PhD programme at IIA with me, I was
the least ‘updated’ with all of the events in the field
of astronomy. I was naïve enough to imagine IIA as
a wing of ISRO at the time of interview (I did not
thankfully ask anyone this question).
The Masters coursework is usually an intense and
unique experience for everyone who goes through
it. As many in the course would attest to, the first
few days in Kolkata is usually a culture shock, which
is often followed by a softening of the blow by the
warm hospitality from wonderful people and an
admiration for their resilience. A special mention to
the teachers at the university which made learning

Figure 1: Outreach at M S Ramaiah Vidyaniketan,
Bangalore from IIA (2013). Author is the first person from
the right on the bottom row.
The return from Kolkata thrust us into an institute
that was undergoing a social change in its own way,
with an attempt for student representation in some
of the committees which underserved the interests
of the students. This tumultuous time was a ripe
Alumni| May 2022
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playground for social discussions and one of the
most formative periods of my life, with topics ranging
from Hitchens to Hesse and from the certainty
of Nietzsche to the absurdity of Camus. With the
coinciding Arab spring that swept the middle east, it
seemed like everyone was questioning assumptions
and existing power structures (just like the everchanging world in ‘Through the Looking-Glass’). In
hindsight, this was a very useful exercise that would
later help me in the cultivation of scientific thinking
without the over-reliance on the authoritarian bias.
Apart from all this bookishness, we spent sleepless
nights

reinvigorating

the

nascent

outreach

programme at IIA, prepared for a drama on the ‘Life
of Galileo’ based on Bertrold Brecht’s play and went
on backpacking trips to watch meteor showers.
I have not had a group of peers among which this
sense of community and constructive growth I felt
to be cultivated since then.

all the steps that led you to that moment.
My PhD was done in collaboration with IUCAA to
leverage their expertise in these weird chips called
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The project
was to create a supercomputer-on-a-chip prototype
that could drive the fast processing required by
Adaptive Optics (AO) systems on extremely large
telescopes. A two-month internship sponsored by
IUCAA’s collaboration with Caltech as part of the
Robo-AO system at Palomar proved to be a good
starting ground to understand the bits and pieces
that go into an on-sky system. International team
meetings and conferences have been extremely
useful in exponential spurts of understanding and
course corrections throughout my PhD. Whenever I
have attended conferences outside of India, I try to
find some resident experts willing to have a one-onone conversation (usually ending with regrets and
multiple facepalms upon hearing the assumptions

Apart from the array of non-academic pursuits,

from an overconfident PhD student). But opening

the first foray into scientific instrumentation led

yourself up to critique does wonders to your rigor

to long nights of building, testing and calibrating

in the field and it just helps to have your face being

the atmospheric turbulence monitor (my Master’s

seen, especially in our own small niche research

project) that we were building for the ‘not-yet-

communities. I am thankful to multiple people at the

funded’ National Large Optical Telescope. The nights

University of Durham and the University of California

were spent in collecting data from the rooftop

observatories for timely course corrections when

telescope at IIA headquarters while the daytime

faced with seemingly insurmountable problems.

was spent analyzing the data and preparing for that

I had met many of my peers in my current job at

night’s run. This project provided the ‘right amount’

Keck years before I set foot here, which helped in

of struggle to learn the intricacies of setting clear

cultivating professional relationships early on.

requirements, hammered the importance of “One
good test is worth a thousand expert opinions”
(Von Braun) and inculcated the courage to learn
something in every field required to build this device.
Equally essential for growth and humility are the
nights when nothing works, and you wonder about
May 2022| Alumni

I understand that everyone may not have the
same opportunity (especially with limited travel at
this time), but I find it very important to catch the
opportunity for contributing in any small way to any
collaboration that you may have a chance for. You
may not move the earth or be able to even contribute
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Figure 2: The twin-Keck observatories on the right with the Subaru telescope (where my better half works) on the left

in any meaningful way, but growth happens equally

developed over your PhD. It took a chance encounter

through these short bursts of collaborative work

in front of my poster with two professors from the

as much as through the long nights of slogging

University of California and Caltech during the TMT

independently. At least in my field, most of the work

workshop held in 2018 in Mysore (where they said

is the result of many interdisciplinary minds (opto-

this ‘could’ be useful), to help pave the way to the

mechanical, electronics and computing) coming

place where I am working today. I did not hear back

together to engineer very complex devices, and

for almost a year after that encounter, but after

hence a collaborative multidisciplinary mindset is to

multiple other failed applications to other places, I

be cultivated very early on.

got an interview call from Keck for a post-doctoral

After my PhD, my yearning to work on an onsky AO system left me with few options which (as
many of you may know) depends on the timing and
funding being conducive with the skillset you have

fellowship that they were planning to recruit for
the Keck All Sky Precision AO (KAPA) project. I was
recruited for the implementation of the computing
platforms and algorithms for KAPA, but ended

Figure 3: The back-side of the Keck 1 telescope mirror, showing the entry into the Nasmyth deck. The AO room is inside
the white door to the left of the mirror
Alumni| May 2022
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at collaborative universities and interfaced at the
observatory. There are a multitude of opportunities
after PhD in optical instrumentation while most of
the on-sky work in the field of AO are performed
in the University of California Observatories (UCO),
University of Arizona, NRC Herzberg Research Centre,
European Southern Observatory (ESO), Association

Figure 4: Assembling the daytime calibration
infrastructure for KAPA
up being also involved in various opto-electronic
subsystems including calibration infrastructure
and

detector

characterization.

The

sub-zero

environment inside the telescope, coupled with an
oxygen starved atmosphere presents a challenging
work environment on the days we have to install
instrumentation to interface with the AO systems
on the telescope. Science management is an equally
important tool that I see working very well at Keck
to bring everything together to build a Nobel prize
winning science machine.

of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA)
and National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
(NAOJ).
I hope this story is useful primarily to the early
career researchers who are looking for similar paths
and are faced with self-doubt and uncertainty. You
might be feeling like an impostor, but a healthy
dose of admittance of ignorance goes a long way in
asking questions and seeking answers. As we enter
this ever stranger and difficult era of wars, fake
news and pandemics, I hope for a world which has
more opportunities and interest for science. I hope
for a world where the scientific method helps us in

In the era of large multinational projects where

cutting through the noise and in imaging the signal,

India is part of several of them (LIGO, TMT etc.) and

while helping others achieve the same.

the eventual upgradation of the optical astronomy
infrastructure within India, there has never been a
better time for PhD students in instrumentation

Dr Avinash Surendran is AO Post-doctoral Fellow

to join this ever-expanding field. As an early career

at WM Keck Observatory, Kamuela, HI, USA. He

researcher, I have limited understanding of the

is iInterested in Adaptive Optics, instrumentation,

research opportunities outside my niche, but the

and high-contrast imaging. He is also interested

Astro2020 decadal survey (which decides the path

photography, renewable energy and literature

of much of the funding in North America) promises
many opportunities. As a full-fledged observatory,
engineering oriented professions make the bulk of
the Keck workplace (as opposed to academic research
and development in universities). Keck recruits early
career scientists only for its AO systems while the
backend instrumentation and detectors are made
May 2022| Alumni
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Galaxies in Supercomputer

Ankit Kumar

T

he white bright band stretches from north

shaping the galaxies throughout the cosmic time.

to south in the night sky is our home

These processes happen on a scale of hundreds of

galaxy, the Milky Way. There are trillions

million years. It makes these impossible to study

of galaxies in our observable Universe. Galaxies are

observationally in the human life span. Therefore,

the collection of stars, gas, dust, and invisible dark

to study the effect of flyby interactions on the

matter. Based on their morphology, galaxies are

disk and bulge of the galaxy, we have generated

categorized into three types: disk galaxies, elliptical

and evolved mock galaxies using the powerful

galaxies, and irregular galaxies. Disk galaxies usually

supercomputer NOVA available at the Indian

consist of a huge circular disk and a dense collection

Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore.

of stars at the center of the circular disk. This central
dense collection of stars is known as the bulge of
the galaxy. A galaxy that does not have any bulge
is known as the bulgeless galaxy. Elliptical galaxies
resemble the giant balls of stars. They look round
from every direction. On the other hand, as the
name suggests, irregular galaxies do not have any
well-defined shape unlike disk and elliptical galaxies.
Galaxies are usually found in groups and clusters
where they affect each other’s dynamics and

Fig 1. Visual illustration of flyby orbits of two
galaxies (Reference: https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/
abs/2021MNRAS.506...98K/abstract)

morphology via merger and flyby interactions. In

Since all the observed bulges can broadly be

the case of a merger, galaxies fall into each other and

categorized into round and flat bulges, we generated

become a single massive galaxy, whereas, in the case

two Milky Way mass disk galaxies - one with a

of a flyby, galaxies come closer, exert tremendous

spherical bulge and another with a flat bulge at the

gravitational pull and go away without falling into

galaxy’s center. The constituent stars of spherical

each other. Both processes play a crucial role in

bulges show random motion, whereas the stars of
Review Articles | May 2022
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flat bulges show ordered circular motion. Each of

revolve. It doesn’t mean spiral arms cannot be

these Milky Way mass disk galaxies was evolved

induced in isolated galaxies. There could be inherent

separately with 1/10 and 1/5 mass smaller galaxies

spiral arms inducers such as massive clusters, stellar

on flyby orbits such that they come closer, interact

bars, disk instability etc.

gravitationally and separate away without merging
into each other. For simplicity, minor galaxies
were chosen to be disk galaxies with spherical
bulges. However, we verified that the choice of
the morphology of the minor galaxies do not play
a significant role in the evolution of the major
galaxies in flyby interactions. The distance of the
closest approach of galaxies, commonly known as
pericenter distance, was varied to investigate the
effect of the closest passage distance.

Fig 2. Visual illustration of spherical bulge galaxy and
flat bulge galaxy (Reference: https://dst.gov.in/galaxyflybys-can-change-structure-galaxies-milky-way)
The spherical bulges are very stable against flyby

When a smaller galaxy passes by the massive galaxy,

interactions. Their shape and kinematics remain intact

it stirs spiral arms in the disk of the major galaxy.

during flyby interactions of galaxies. It is because of

Minor galaxies also show prominent spiral features,

their non-rotating nature which makes them hard

but we are interested only in the evolution of the

to be affected in any external perturbations. By

major galaxies. The strength of flyby-induced spiral

the rotating nature, we mean all the stars rotate in

arms depends on the pericenter distance of the

a plane around the center, whereas in case of non-

flybying galaxies. The smallest pericenter passes

rotating nature stars move randomly around the

produce the strongest spiral arms. A large fraction

centre making net zero rotation. Similarly, flat bulges

of stars go into the formation of spiral arms and

also do not respond to the passage of a very small

as a result, the disk of the galaxy gets smaller and

galaxy, but they get thicker on the close flyby with

thicker in size. The spiral arms in the major galaxies

a relatively equal mass galaxy. It becomes possible

are induced by the gravitational force of the minor

only due to the rotating nature of flat bulges.

galaxies. So, the longevity of the spiral features will
depend on the duration of the close interaction.
Therefore, the slow passer will affect the disk of the

Ankit Kumar is a Senior Research Fellow at the Indian

major galaxy for a longer time and help spiral arms

Institute of Astrophysics. His research interest lies in

last longer. As soon as the smaller galaxy leaves

the formation and evolution of galaxies. Currently, he

the strong gravitational pull of a massive galaxy,

is working on interacting galaxies, mainly in the flyby

the strength of spiral arms starts decreasing, and

scenarios by the mean of numerical simulations.

they weaken in the end. These results signify the

He is also interested in the large scale structure of

importance of satellite galaxies in producing long-

the Universe.

lasting spiral arms in the galaxy around which they
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The dynamic sun
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Radio Occultation Technique to probe
the Solar Wind Density Turbulence
K Sasikumar Raja

I

n general, when a celestial object blocks another

density, peak flux density decreases. However, the

celestial object whose angular sizes are more or

integrated flux density remains constant. Also, the

less the same (say as viewed from the Earth),

angular broadening of the radio source broadens

we call it an eclipse. For example, when the moon

anisotropically when the solar elongation (angle

blocks the photosphere (i.e., the Sun’s visible disk), it

between Sun-Earth-radio source; see Figure 1) is

is an eclipse. Similarly, when a relatively tiny celestial

less than 10 solar radii. Furthermore, the orientation

object crosses over another larger celestial object,

of the major axis of the radio source is observed to

we call it a transit. Venus transit and transit of

be perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic

exoplanets over a star are a few examples. Similarly,

field. With such observations, one can study various

when a relatively tiny object passes behind a larger

turbulent properties of the solar corona and solar

celestial object, we call it an occultation.

wind.

This article summarises how the occultation of radio

Crab Nebula is a supernova remnant that is also

point sources is used to probe the solar corona

called Taurus-A (NGC1952). Right Ascension and

and solar wind. When a radio point source whose

Declination of the Crab nebula are 5h 34m 32s and

flux density is constant (at least over a period of

+22° 0´ 52´´ respectively. It has the radio flux density

time) is observed through the foreground solar

of 2015 Jy at 80 MHz and is constant over a long

corona or solar wind, because of the turbulent

period.

plasma, the radio source experiences an angular
broadening (i.e., the size of the source increases).
As the source size increases and has a constant flux
May 2022 | Review Articles

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the radio
occultation. The ‘S’ and ‘E’ and ‘C’ indicate the Sun,
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of the Crab Nebula on different days of June (i.e., at
different solar elongations or projected heliocentric
distances). The closest dotted concentric circle
around the Sun has a radius of 5 solar radii. In the
lower panel, variation of the flux density of the
Crab Nebula on different days of June is shown. The
periods before and after June 16 correspond to the
ingress and egress, respectively. The symbols ‘ ’٭and
‘■’ denote the observations carried out in the years
2011 and 2013, respectively, using the Gauribidanur

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the radio occultation
technique
Earth, and celestial radio source, respectively. The
dotted circle shows the solar corona, and PQ is the
projected heliocentric distance of the radio source.
Although the radio waves from the Crab Nebula
travel through the interstellar medium, the flux
density remains constant. But when it approaches
the Sun, because of the turbulent plasma in the
solar corona and solar wind, the angular broadening
increases. Therefore, AB is the effective thickness of
the scattering medium.

Radioheliograph (GRAPH) operated by the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore, India.
Figure 3 shows the imaging observations of the Crab
Nebula. In all the images in the inset, a beam of the
GRAPH is shown. On 2016 June 12, the Crab Nebula
was observed at a heliocentric distance of 10.18 solar
radii (during ingress, refer to Figure 2) through a
quiet solar wind. It is evident that on this day, the
broadening of the Crab Nebula is smaller than in
other images while the major axis is perpendicular
to the magnetic field direction. Note that the arrow
is pointing in the sunward direction. Similarly, the
rest of the images are observed through coronal
streamers. In the latter case, although on 2016
June 17 (at 10.2 solar radii), 2017 June 17 (at 9.41 solar
radii) days, the projected heliocentric distance is
the same as the day on 2016 June 12, the angular
broadening when observed through a streamer is
more and anisotropic. Also, the major axis of the
sources is aligned perpendicular to the direction of
the magnetic fields. It is worth mentioning that in

Figure 2: Disk view of the Crab Nebula occultation
Figure 2 shows the disk view of the occultation
observations. In the upper panel, the red-coloured
circle is the Sun, and green circles are the location

the latter case, the arrow is pointing towards the
Sun while the direction of the streamer is opposite
to the direction of the arrow.
Using such observations, we can measure the
phase structure-function, a crucial parameter for
Review Articles | May 2022
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Figure 3: The image on 2016 June 12 shows the scatter-broadened Crab Nebula at a projected heliocentric distance of
10.18 solar radii during its ingress into the inner solar wind. The images on 2016 June 17 (at 10.2 solar radii), 2017 June
17 (at 9.41 solar radii), and 2017 June 18 (at 12.61 solar radii) depict the scatter-broadened Crab Nebula observed through
coronal streamers during its egress from the solar wind. The arrows depict the sunward direction on each day. The
major axis of each image is perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, which are directed radially outward from the Sun.

measuring the various turbulence parameters like

reported. Furthermore, using the existing radio

the amplitude of turbulence, density fluctuation

occultation data (since 1952) in the literature, we

index, dissipation scales in the solar corona, and

have studied how the turbulent parameters vary

solar wind. We used the General Structure Function

with the heliocentric distance and with the phase

reported by Ingale et al. (2015) for such studies.

of the solar cycle. Sasikumar Raja et al. (2015, 2017,

In addition, using the Kinetic Alfvén Wave (KAW)

2019, 2021) can be referred to for more details on the

dispersion equation (see Chandran et al. (2009)),

methods and theoretical aspects used to measure

the proton heating rates in the solar wind in the

these quantities. In our study, we have found that all

heliocentric distance range of 2 - 50 solar radii are

the aforementioned parameters correlate well with

May 2022 | Review Articles
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radii”, K. Sasikumar Raja, Prasad Subramanian,

the solar cycle.
Recently Sasikumar Raja et al. (2021) compared
the heating rates derived using remote sensing
observations (including the Crab Nebula occultation
technique),

and

ones

derived

using

in-situ

R. Ramesh, Angelos Vourlidas, Madhusudhan
Ingale, The Astrophysical Journal, 2017, 850,
129, 7pp. DOI:10.3847/1538-4357/aa94cd
5.

“Dissipation scale lengths of density

measurements of the Parker Solar Probe and found

turbulence in the inner solar wind”, K. Sasikumar

that they are consistent. The in-situ measurements

Raja, Prasad Subramanian, Madhusudhan Ingale,

and thus the derived models (for example, electron/

R. Ramesh, The Astrophysical Journal, 2019,

proton density, temperature, and magnetic field)

872, 77, 5pp. DOI:10.3847/1538-4357/aafd33

using the Parker Solar Probe (which has already
covered the heliocentric distance of 25 solar radii
and is planned to reach as close as 9.86 solar radii),
plays a significant role in understanding proton
heating rates and thus the solar wind acceleration.

6.

“Turbulent Proton Heating Rate in the Solar Wind

from 5 to 45 solar radii”, K. Sasikumar Raja, Prasad
Subramanian, Madhusudhan Ingale, R. Ramesh, Milan
Maksimovic, 2021, The Astrophysical Journal, 914:137
(8pp), 2021 June 20 DOI:10.3847/1538-4357/abfcd1
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The Search for Extraterrestrials on
Exoplanets Orbiting Red Dwarf Stars
Akhil Jaini

What’s a Red Dwarf Star?

R

ed Dwarfs are stars that are relatively
cooler, smaller and dimmer than our Sun.
These stars are predicted to make up about

three-quarters of all the stars of the cosmos. Their
size varies from 5%-50% the size of the Sun and
they are as much as 50 times dimmer. Due to this
reason, these stars can keep up their luminescence
for many trillions of years as compared to our Sun
which will die out within a few billion years. They are
mainly of two spectral types - K or M – depending
on their surface temperatures, with M-dwarfs being
the coolest.

Figure 1: Diagram showing the star brightness vs
temperature plot (also known as the HertzsprungRussell diagram or HR diagram) along with their
spectral types. The K- and M-type dwarf stars populate
the bottom right of the plot. (Source: https://www.
astronomytrek.com/list-of-different-star-types/)
in space technology have enabled us to discover
many exoplanets in our galaxy. But the planets
orbiting the red dwarfs or mainly M-dwarfs are of

Their abundance in the universe and the conditions

prime interest to scientists. The planets present in

predominating in the surroundings of these stars

the habitable zone of a red dwarf, the areas where

have led many astrophysicists to believe that almost

the planets are potentially hot enough to sustain

each one of these stars is capable of having one or

liquid water and gaseous oxygen, may have quite a

more planets orbiting them, capable of sustaining

good chance to withstand alien life.

life.[1]

Exoplanets orbiting Red Dwarfs
A planet orbiting any star but the Sun can be
rightfully termed as an exoplanet. Recent advances

Since red dwarfs are relatively cooler, the planets
need to be much closer to the star, sometimes even
closer than the distance between Mercury and Sun.
Almost all M-dwarfs possess about one or more
planets in their habitable zone, which extends from
Science Made Easy | May 2022
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0.23 AU-0.44 AU, where AU is a unit of measurement

Another new study[3] suggests an unlikely possibility

called the astronomical unit. It is the average distance

for habitable planets: ice giants known as mini-

between the Earth and the Sun and is approximately

Neptunes that orbit low mass M-dwarf stars. These

equal to 1.496x108 km.

planets, which form much further away from the
star, could be influenced by the star’s tidal forces to
migrate inwards rather than remain where they were
formed. These planets have cores of ice and rock
enveloped by massive atmospheres of hydrogen
and helium. During the inward migration, strong
stellar winds would eventually blow away these
planets’ atmospheres, leaving them with hydrogenfree cores. Such worlds that migrate into their stars’

Figure 2: Artist’s impression of the view from an
exoplanet in the habitable zone of a M-dwarf star.
(Source: https://www.universetoday.com/133556/hugenews-seven-earth-sized-worlds-orbiting-red- dwarfthree-habitable-zone/)

Facts in Favor

habitable zones are known as habitable evaporated

cores. They have cores containing ice, which would
melt during migration, becoming water that would
form oceans on the surface, thus, enabling them to
sustain life.

If a rocky planet forms around an M-star and it has
water on it and gets cold enough, it will turn the
water into ice or snow. As for the odds of rocky
planets forming around M-stars, Neptune and subNeptune sized objects have already been found. In
recent work,[2] researchers modeled how reflective
simulated planets orbiting in the habitable zone of
two previously observed red dwarfs would be. Due
to the abundance of ice and snow, researchers found
that these planets are less reflective against longer,
redder wavelengths, which the red dwarfs mostly
emit. Such planets would absorb more of their light
than previously thought, leading to significantly

Figure 3: Artist’s impression of a sub-Neptune planet
orbiting in the habitable zone of a red dwarf star.
(Source: https://scitechdaily.com/eccentric-exoplanetdiscovered-sub-neptune-planet-orbiting-in- habitablezone-of-red-dwarf-star/)

Facts Against

warmer surfaces. This means the outer edge of

Even if a planet is present in a habitable zone of

the habitable zone around red dwarfs might be

a red dwarf star, there are several other factors

10%-30% farther away than previously estimated.

affecting it. If the planet is too close to the star,

This study opens up a bright future regarding

the star’s gravitational pull would cause frequent

extraterrestrial life.

tsunamis that could wreak havoc on the planet. Also,
astronomers hypothesize that young M-dwarfs can

May 2022 | Science Made Easy
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be very active, firing off flares in quick succession,[4]
causing ultraviolet radiation to jump by 100-10,000
times the normal levels and potentially sterilizing
the surface of a nearby planet or even stripping off
its atmosphere.
In another possibility,[5] when a planet orbits very
near to a star, the star’s gravitational pull can force
the world to become tidally locked to it (just like the
Moon is tidally locked to Earth). This causes the planet
to have one permanent day side and one permanent
night side. On the side of the day, all liquid water will
eventually be vaporized and get transported to the
darker side of the planet, where it would get frozen
into ice. Therefore, the possibility of finding life on
such planets is very slim.

Figure 4: Artist’s impression of an Earth-sized exoplanet
orbiting very close to a red dwarf star (Source: https://
www.space.com/super-earth-short-orbit-nearby)
finding life in the cosmos may not be as high yet, as
we are progressing forward in technology, more and
more methods are being developed to refine our
work and accomplish the task. Advanced telescopes,
like the recently launched James Webb Space
Telescope, will also immensely aid these studies.

Recent studies[6] have also pointed out that several
worlds might seem capable of hosting life, but in
reality, these mirage planets might have burned
away those chances as much of the light from the
stars comes in the form of ultraviolet rays and
X-rays. This high-energy radiation can split water
into its components, hydrogen and oxygen atoms.
The lighter hydrogen escapes the atmosphere more
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September 16 - Neptune at Opposition. The blue

view and photograph Neptune. Due to its extreme

giant planet will be at its closest approach to Earth

distance from Earth, it will only appear as a tiny blue

and its face will be fully illuminated by the Sun. It

dot in all but the most powerful telescopes. (Not

will be brighter than any other time of the year and

visible with necked eyes).

will be visible all night long. This is the best time to
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Towards the generation of a near-infrared guide
star catalogue for TMT Observations

Sarang Shah, Smitha Subramanian, Rajalakshmi Narayanan, Suhasini Rao

T

he performance of any ground-based optical/

of the sky, which significantly limits the usefulness

near-infrared (NIR) telescope is affected by

of natural guide star AO. Instead, artificial guide

the turbulence in the atmosphere of Earth.

stars are made by shining sodium lasers into the

When light from distant astronomical sources passes

atmosphere at about ~90 km height and creating

through Earth’s turbulent atmosphere, it distorts

asterism. However, much fainter natural reference

the wavefront of the light. These distortions make

stars are still required for image position (tip/tilt

the science images appear fuzzy/blurry. To improve

correction) information.

the performance of the ground-based optical/
NIR telescopes by compensating for the effects of
wavefront distortions, astronomers use a technique
known as Adaptive Optics (AO). Deformable mirrors,
wavefront sensors (WFS), and a closed-loop
control system perform real-time corrections to
the atmospheric distortions in the order of several
thousand times per second (see Figure 1). Several
science instruments are fed by this distortion-free,
near-diffraction-limited wavefront with a high
spatial resolution. Often, science targets are too
faint to be used as a reference star for measuring
the shape of the incident wavefronts. Therefore, we
can use a nearby brighter guide star instead. But,
sufficiently bright stars are not available in all parts
May 2022 | Review Articles

Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) is one of the largest
optical near-infrared (NIR) ground-based telescopes
to be built, and the first light is expected in the next
decade. The first light NIR instruments of TMT will
be fed by a multi-conjugate AO instrument known
as Narrow Field Infrared Adaptive Optics System
(NFIRAOS). NFIRAOS will use laser guide stars for
distortion correction in a field of view of 2 arcmin
diameter. However, as described earlier, it still
requires natural guide stars (3 or more) for tip/tilt
correction. A catalogue of guide stars will be a critical
resource for TMT operations that enables efficient
planning and observing, fulfilling a role similar to
that of the Guide Star Catalogues I and II, which were
created to allow for acquisition and control of the
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Hubble Space Telescope. The TMT Infra-Red Guide

methodology to compute the expected J band

Star Catalog (TMT-IRGSC) should be a star catalogue

magnitude of stellar sources from their optical

consisting of point sources with JHKs magnitudes as

magnitudes based on a black body model using g,

faint as 22 magnitudes in the J band (Vega system),

r, i bands of Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)

covering the entire TMT-observable sky. No record

Legacy Survey was developed (Subramanian et

currently exists with objects as faint as JVega = 22 mag

al. 2013, Journal of Astrophysics and Astronomy,

over the large TMT observable area of the sky to be

34, 175). The computed J magnitudes of sources in

useful as a guide star catalogue. Hence it is highly

three test fields were compared with the observed J

essential to develop this catalogue by computing

magnitudes (from UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey).

the expected near infra-red magnitudes of stellar

The methodology developed was satisfactory for

sources identified in various optical sky surveys by

the magnitude range, JVega = 16 – 22 mag. It was found

using their optical magnitudes.

that for the production of the final TMT-IRGSC (with

Generation of TMT-IRGSC is one of many workshares
of India-TMT. A feasibility study was performed
in two phases during May 2012 - August 2014.

a limiting magnitude of JVega = 22 magnitudes), we
require optical data limiting to iAB ~23 mag. The main
identified requirements of IRGSC are the following:

In the first phase of the study, the requirements

1. Point sources: The WFS algorithm requires

for the production of IRGSC were identified. A

point sources as guide stars which can be

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the working of an Adaptive Optics System in a telescope ((Image conceptualised
by Caltech Digital Media Center and rendered in Sandbox Studio. The Uranus images were provided by the Keck
Observatory.)
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Figure 2: Steps involved in generating a catalogue of stellar sources with their expected NIR magnitudes, computed from
their observed optical magnitudes.
stellar and non-stellar sources (e.g. quasars).

(J, H and Ks) magnitude of stellar sources using

The expected NIR magnitudes of sources in the

their optical magnitudes (g, r, i bands from Canada

catalogue are generated from optical catalogues

France Hawaii Telescope Legacy (CFHT) Survey

by using stellar atmospheric models as modelling

data) was developed. The method was applied to

the stars is a better methodology than modelling

compute JHKs magnitudes and validated using the

the quasars because quasars are variable on

observed NIR data from UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky

short timescales.

Survey (UKIDSS) for a magnitude range of Jvega

2. Magnitudes: The IRGSC should report the
star magnitudes in the J, H, K spectral bands. The
fainter end of the catalogue should be J = 22 mag
in the Vega system, and expected errors on the
sources should be ≤ 0.2 mags.

~16 – 22 mag. The methodology was also applied
and validated using the reference catalogue of PanSTARRS (which covers the entire observable sky of
TMT). The properties of the final Pan-STARRS optical
catalogue were found to satisfy the requirements of
TMT IRGSC and suggested as one of the potential

3. Positional accuracy: The IRGSC shall limit the

sources from which the final catalogue can be

objects to those stars with a positional accuracy

generated (Subramanian et al. 2016, Journal of

of 25 mas (Milli arcsec) or better. The IRGSC shall

Astrophysics and Astronomy, 37, 24).

include proper motion information of the sources
to check the inter-epoch positional accuracy.

The third phase of this India-TMT work package
started in August 2019 is scheduled to be completed

The second phase employed a methodology

soon. In this phase, we fine-tuned the method

based on stellar atmospheric models and Spectral

developed in earlier phases and applied it to five

Energy Distribution (SED) fits. The expected NIR

bands (g, r, i, z, y) data from Pan-STARRS to create
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Figure 3: Validation of the improved methodology to compute the expected NIR magnitudes of cooler stellar sources,
using optical magnitudes in five Pan-STARRS filters (blue points). The left plot shows that when a cool star was modelled
using g, r & i optical magnitudes, the computed NIR magnitudes (olive colour) were brighter than the observed NIR
magnitudes (magenta colour) from UKIDSS. The right plot shows that when the same star is modelled using g, r, i, z & y
optical magnitudes, the model parameters are better constrained, and the computed NIR magnitudes are similar to the
observed NIR magnitudes.

Figure 4: The prototype User Interface created to select guide stars from the partial NIR catalogue generated in Phase
III of IRGSC. Users can enter the equatorial coordinates in both decimal and sexagesimal format. An image including
the two arcmin diameter field (big yellow circle) centred on the input coordinates from the Pan-STARRS database is
displayed on clicking the submit button. Guide stars are highlighted in the image and displayed on the right side in the
form of a table. The selected guide stars are highlighted yellow, while the target is at the centre (square box). The UI also
has ‘Image Formatters’ like grid, label and highlighted guide stars which can be selected or unselected for use. The user
can then export the values in the table to a CSV format.
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a partial catalogue for ~20 fields (~1 sq.deg. area) at

Rajalakshmi Narayanan is Project Engineer-II

different galactic latitudes (see Figure 2). We found

working as QA Technical Lead at ITCC; primarily

that the inclusion of data in more bands, especially

working on Quality Assurance of Observatory

in longer wavelengths, helps model the cooler stars

Software and is also involved in other software

better and improves the accuracy of the computed

related activities of the different subsystems of

NIR magnitudes (see Figure 3).

India-TMT.

A prototype User Interface (UI) has also been

Suhasini Rao is a first-year Master’s student in

developed to select guide stars from the partial

the Astrophysics track at the University of Alberta.

catalogue (See Figure 4). The generated partial NIR

She graduated in 2020 from the National Institute

catalogue can serve as a guide star catalogue for the

of Engineering with a Bachelor’s in Engineering

AO facilities of existing large telescopes. Based on

in Information Science and Engineering. She

the feedback, we can improve the quality of the final

has worked under Dr Smitha Subramanian to

IRGSC. In this regard, we have started a collaboration

develop the user interface for the Infrared Guide

with the Keck All-Sky Precision Adaptive Optics

Star Catalogue. She has also worked on studying

(KAPA) team. The final TMT-IRGSC will be generated

the effects of bars on the star formation in spiral

close to the first light of TMT by applying the

galaxies and developed a machine learning code to

developed methodology using the then available

classify spiral galaxies during her time at IIA.

best optical data to the entire observable sky of the
TMT.
To be Continued…

Sarang Shah is a Post-Doctoral Fellow at ITCC,
IIA, primarily working on the Infrared Guide Star
Catalogue for the TMT observations. He is also
working on the TMT science instruments. He
has done his PhD in the field of Gravitational
Microlensing.
Smitha Subramanian is an Assistant Professor at
IIA and work package manager of the Observatory
Software Work Package. Her main area of research
is the study of structural, stellar population and
star formation properties of nearby galaxies to
understand their formation and evolution.
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Milkyway
Image Credit: Sarang Shah

from page 73: Skychart September 2022
September

23

-

September

Equinox.

The

planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and

September equinox occurs at 00:55 UTC (6:25 AM

its face will be fully illuminated by the Sun. It will be

IST). The Sun will shine directly on the equator and

brighter than any other time of the year and will be

there will be nearly equal amounts of day and night

visible all night long. This is the best time to view

throughout the world. This is also the first day of

and photograph Jupiter and its moons. A medium-

fall (autumnal equinox) in the Northern Hemisphere

sized telescope should be able to show you some

and the first day of spring (vernal equinox) in the

of the details in Jupiter’s cloud bands. A good pair

Southern Hemisphere.

of binoculars should allow you to see Jupiter’s four

September 26 - Jupiter at Opposition. The giant

largest moons, appearing as bright dots on either
side of the planet.
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IIA image gallery

1908 April
Assistant director quarters buildings

10th April 1947
Slit of the spectro heliograph
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31st December 1948
Group with Prof Chapman and Prof A K Das

26th February 1964
Front view of the Observatory with the Radio
telescope in the fore Ground

5th May 1962
Kodaikanal Solar Tower Tunnel Telescope (KTT)
dome under construction

30th October 1965
Comet Ikeya–Seki
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9th May 1970
Transit of Mercury over the Sun

31st January 1960
General View (front) of the
Kodaikanal Observatory

Group with Prof A K Das

Prof M K V Bappu with estimate committee
members of parliment

All image credits: IIA Archives and Digitization project team, IIA
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National Science Day 2022

(Paiting Competition, IIA - Kodaikanal)

Hr. Sec. School, Kodaikanal

Artist: M Harshini, Zion Mat.

Artist: F Sam, Kodaikanal Public School

Artist: J Yamini Esther, Zion Mat. Hr. Sec. School, Kodaikanal

Artist: R Nikita Yamini Mary, Kodaikanal Public School
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Golden Era of Indian Astronomy Outreach
– A Tribute to Late Dr Nandivada Rathnasree

Sandeep Kataria

T

he first time I met Dr Nandivada Rathnasree
was at the Jantar Mantar outreach session
during the Astronomical Society of India

(ASI) meeting in Jaipur in 2017. I was amazed by her
enthusiastic explanation of ancient astronomical
instruments (built by Raja Swai Man Singh II of
Jaipur in the 18th century) with meticulous details
at the Jantar Mantar, Jaipur. This mesmerising
explanation caught the attention of every single
person in the group of people standing around her.
This explanation was followed by an exciting set of
questions from many of us. She has been one of
the best science communicators, an astrophysicist
and a science historian. She has played a vital role
in astronomy outreach for the Indian community,
beyond words. She has inspired many students to

Dr Nandivada Rathnasree

pursue science who have attended her outreach
programs. Through her work, Dr Rathnasree has
lighted up an uncountable number of candles in the
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Dr Nandivada interacting with students at Jantar Mantar, New Delhi. Image source: Facebook/Nandivada Rathnasree

darkness of widespread superstitious beliefs in the

superstitions, get back to real nature and the sense

Indian community. One apt example is the beautiful

that it tries to convey to us.”

narration in her article on “Popular culture and
Astronomy” (a) in the following lines:

Dr. Nandivada Rathnasree was born in Andhra
Pradesh and completed her Masters from Hyderabad

“Indian cultural roots have woven so many tendrils

Central University. Further, she moved to the

around

are

Theoretical Astrophysics Group at TIFR, Mumbai,

hundreds of references to chaand, suraj and taare

for a PhD (1986-1992) under the supervision of

in so much of our popular culture. This prevalence

Prof. Alak Ray where she worked on binary stars

of astronomical mentions, in many of our popular

in the Large Magellanic Clouds (a neighbouring

songs, poems and stories, reflects the deep

satellite galaxy of the Milky Way). She also met her

interest that Indians have always had, in the skies.

life partner Prof. Patrick Das Gupta at TIFR, who

To some extent, this interest is being misguided

is currently a faculty member at the Department

by astrologers, into an interest in superstitious

of Physics and Astrophysics, Delhi University.

nonsense like astrological predictions and so on.

Further, she continued her research on pulsars as

If we just get an opportunity to look at the many

a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Vermont

interesting objects in the sky, observe a little of their

with Prof. Joanna Rankin. She did observations with

various movements and get to understand these

the Arecibo Radio Telescope, Puerto Rico (state of

movements a little, we will turn away from those

the art telescope during that time) from which she

astronomical

observations.

There
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looked at radio emissions from pulsars. She worked

ASI-POEC in the memory of Dr Rathnasree during

with Prof. Avinash Deshpande at Raman Research

August 2021. This event included participants

Institute (RRI) Bangalore until 1996 for another

involved in outreaches all across India. In this

postdoctoral stint. Finally, she joined as a senior

meeting, participants discussed existing astronomy

Astronomy educator at Nehru Planetarium, Delhi,

outreach efforts in every corner of India. Further,

in 1996. Later on, she became director of the Nehru

it concluded with brainstorming creative ideas to

planetarium in 1999 and served for the next 21 years.

engage with the public during the ongoing pandemic

Under her tenure, the planetarium was upgraded

times and beyond. (Interested ones may look at the

with advanced digitised instruments and became an

brief report (b)). The idea of this workshop nurtures

active place for the plethora of well-maintained and

the vision of Dr. Rathanasree and sets trends for

fruitful outreach activities for students. She also

active public engagement in coming times.

became the first chairman of the newly built Public
Outreach and Education Committee (POEC) of the
Astronomical Society of India (ASI) in 2014.

Despite her absence, her work through the enormous
programs she initiated will inspire students for
generations to come.

She was passionate about creating new ways to
engage with the public for astronomy outreachrelated activities. Her role in enhancing the scientific
temperament in Indian society is beyond words.
On the occasion of the 150th birth anniversary
of Mahatma Gandhi, she organised a year-long
astronomy campaign named “Bapu Khagol Mela”
during 2018-2019 in several cities which Gandhi
had visited during his lifetime. The idea of the
campaign was to educate the public about telescope
observations and emphasise the importance of night

References:
1.

Popular culture and Astronomy

(nehruplanetarium.org)
2.

astropandemic_report (iiap.res.in)

3.

Dr. Nandivada Rathnasree (26 November,

1963 - 09 May, 2021) (L2277) | Astronomical
Society of India (astron-soc.in)
Remembering Rathnasree Nandivada, Who

sky scientific observation. Even during pandemic

4.

times, she actively conducted online outreach events

Brought the Stars To All of Us – The Wire Science

and activities. One of the famous sessions included
“Astro-Adda” where eminent scientists talk about
their research to the public. Until the day before her

Sandeep Kumar Kataria is a postdoctoral fellow at

last breath on 9th May 2021, she was busy with her

the School of Physics and Astronomy at Shanghai

passion and organising an online outreach “Astro-

Jiao Tong University, Shanghai. He works in the field

Adda” session with students.

of Galaxy Dynamics and Galaxy Evolution using N

I was also fortunate to participate in a workshop,
namely “Public Engagement in Astronomy in the
Pandemic Era”, organised by IIA with HBCSE and
May 2022 | Review Articles

body/SPH simulations as well as observations. He
is also passionate about science outreach.
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Mandala art
Artist: Shivani Gupta
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Skychart October 2022:
October 8

-

Mercury

at

(As on October 15, 2022. 20.00hrs Bangalore)

Greatest

Western

October 21, 22 - Orionids Meteor Shower. The

Elongation. The planet Mercury reaches greatest

Orionids is an average shower producing up to 20

western elongation of 18 degrees from the Sun. This

meteors per hour at its peak. It is produced by dust

is the best time to view Mercury since it will be at

grains left behind by comet Halley, which has been

its highest point above the horizon in the morning

known and observed since ancient times.

sky. Look for the planet low in the eastern sky just
before sunrise.
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Moon, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus
Moon, Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus in the western
sky, just after the sunset on 9th Dec 2021.

Image credit: Anand MN
Location: Kodaikanal Solar Observatory

from page 88: Skychart October 2022
The shower runs annually from October 2 to

of the Sun, sometimes resembling a bite taken out

November 7. It peaks this year on the night of October

of a cookie. A partial solar eclipse can only be safely

21 and the morning of October 22. Best viewing will

observed with a special solar filter or by looking at

be from a dark location after midnight. Meteors will

the Sun’s reflection. This partial eclipse will be best

radiate from the constellation Orion, but can appear

seen in parts of western Russia and Kazakhstan. This

anywhere in the sky.

Partial Solar eclipse will also be visible from India.

October 25 - Partial Solar Eclipse. A partial solar
eclipse occurs when the Moon covers only a part
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Centaurus Arm of the Milky Way and the Southern Cross

Image credit: Sarang Shah
Location: Christchurch, New Zealand
Camera: Canon 5D Mark III
Lens: 24-105mm
Exposure: 15 seconds (using the 500 rule)
ISO: Auto
Exposure Compensation: 0.0

The image shows the “Centaurus” Spiral Arm of the Milky Way. “Alpha Centauri,” the
closest star to us after the Sun, is a bright orange object in the center of the image.
Below the Alpha Centauri is a blue giant called “Beta Centauri,” also known as “Hader.”
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